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From a Curry-Howard perspective,
"I like programming but I don’t like maths."

means
"I like programming but I don’t like programming.".

— Conor McBride





A B S T R A C T

Artificial Intelligence suffers a dichotomy between symbolic and nu-
meric methods. With the advent of Deep Learning and the good per-
formance on several different fields, its applications in context of the
automated theorem prover Leo-III are explored. By applying methods
from functional programming, this thesis introduces a reconstruction
routine for proofs which allows to execute them and subject them
for further analysis. Furthermore, the role of clause selection in in-
ternal proof-guidance is explored by modeling the proof process as
a Markov Decision Process without clause selection and the applica-
tion of a Markov Decision Process for optimizing the clause selection
is described. In the end, further applications of machine learning tech-
niques in Leo-III are outlined.
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We have seen that computer programming is an art,
because it applies accumulated knowledge to the world,

because it requires skill and ingenuity, and especially
because it produces objects of beauty.

— Donald E. Knuth [44]
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

Since the Logic Theorist in 1955 [67], automated theorem proving has
gained significant traction. During the last few years standard pro-
tocols for communicating problems and results [84, 85], the increas-
ing computational power and memory present in current computer
systems [78] and improvements in the theoretical calculi1 allowed ap-
plications in various domains like hardware verification [23], meta-
physics [9] and mathematics [59]. Automated theorem provers aspire
to emulate the human proof process by rephrasing the human proof
process as a search problem. Although improvements were made, the
search process done by the prover remains rather primitive and does
not even resemble closely how a human would approach these prob-
lems: Meanwhile, a human being is guided by intuition, experience
and understanding during the proving process, an automated theo-
rem prover is not. It infers knowledge from the initial premises until
it finds the desired solution. As a consequence, the human being per-
forms better even in large proofs because it can recognize and select
what approach to take and which parts of the premises are more im-
portant than others.

For automated theorem provers the problem is the expansive search
space and making sensible decisions on which axiom to expand and
which inference rule to use for the application on a term. Almost
all systems try to rectify this problem by interleaving several modes
which in turn resemble certain human heuristics. Although, this ap-
proach has been proven effective on small proofs, it deteriorates quickly
when the search spaces become large. Still, in order to derive the nec-
essary proof often only a fraction of the generated information is
actually necessary but an immense amount of superfluous inferences
are made.

The strategies to strengthen the performance of theorem provers
on large scale search spaces involve user interaction for guidance
i.e., Coq [7] and Isabelle [69], the usage of highly optimized data
structures and term rewriting to avoid computational expensive op-
erations if possible. Albeit these approaches are important they can
only mitigate the underlying issue: The automated theorem prover
does not know what it is doing and just applies inferences rules to
the knowledge. Of course, this approach has the large advantage that
it scales well with the ever-going improvements to hardware. Yet an
interesting example is chess where – even though the speed of com-

1 For instance cut elimination where McDowell and Miller [60] present one of many
results.
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2 introduction

puters increased massively – the role of a massive amount of judg-
ing positional factors, aggressive pruning of the search tree and the
successful combination in evaluating a position is the difference be-
tween the top engines. Even stronger improvements have been on the
game of Go [80, 81]. By an approach made of deep learning and ran-
domized search, super human performance has been achieved much
faster than anticipated by the artificial intelligence community.

For automated theorem proving, such a diverse and well-formulated
framework of factors in the human proof process does not exist yet as
it does for Go or chess. The formulation of useful heuristics is rather
difficult – even for human beings – since each problem has unique
characteristics and involves a certain amount human creativity and
insight. Additionally, the foundation and presentation of proofs is
another highly discussed topic. Questions like What is the right founda-
tion of mathematics? and How should proofs be presented? provide much
discussion among the mathematical community. For automated theo-
rem provers the question is less of a philosophical nature but more of
a pragmatic one albeit the results naturally raise the above questions2.

Recently it was shown that although using machine learning tech-
niques as part of the proving process sacrifices raw computational
resources, it is an investment that has a high pay-off [27]. This is a
promising result as the employed techniques are relatively simple.

In the recent years the deep learning approach has become very
popular over many fields of artificial intelligence yet largely omitted
the knowledge representation and automated reasoning. Especially
in the later, it is not unreasonable to give up some raw computa-
tion power to make smarter decisions concerning the traversal of the
search space. But for that to happen the already described problem of
recognizing what is important in a proof process must be addressed
before constructing the appropriate model for learning process and
training.

2 For instance, regard the long process of proving Kepler’s conjecture by Hales [37]
and the enormous size (13 GB) of Erdös discrepancy machine proof [46]



2
P R E L I M I N A R I E S

This chapter introduces the general building blocks of this thesis.
Note that it is a mere introduction to these topics and not an ex-
haustive treatment and seeks to supply the reader with the necessary
terminology to understand the work which has been done in Chapter
3 as well as provide a reference point for further studies in the case
of interest. The outline and description of these topics in the thesis,
loosely follows the mentioned literature.

For an introduction to higher-order logic based on theory of simple
types, consider the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy [3] or the ar-
ticle by Farmer [29]. As a reference, the seminal book is by Andrews
[5]. On the aspects of intensionality and extensionality the work of
Muskens [66] and Benzmüller, Brown and Kohlhase [12] provides
solid ground to start. Concerning the embedding of other logics into
the simple theory of types the starting point is Benzmüller and Paul-
son [11] with a plethora subsequent publications culminating in the
analysis of Gödels ontological argument [10].

Category theory itself has a very large body of theory surrounding
it with a rather steep learning curve and countless applications. The
quick and easy introduction without much mathematical rigor but
with focus on the applications is Spivak [82]. Of course, the seminal
work is by MacLane [55] but it requires a lot of mathematical maturity.
Applications to logic can be found in Jacobs [40] and in Lambek [50].

Artificial intelligence has undergone a huge and unfair reordering
up to the point where it has become synonymous with machine learn-
ing and deep learning. Several sub-fields have shifted nearly com-
pletely out of focus like logic and probabilistic reasoning, knowledge
representation and evolutionary programming. However, a general
and broad introduction to artificial intelligence is still the book by
Norvig and Russel [77]. An in-depth overview of neural networks is
given by the book of Rojas [74]. A mathematically compact notation
which is closer to the hardware – and on which the presentation here
is based, since neural networks are only applied as black-boxes – pro-
vides Nielsen [68]. For deep learning the recent book by the founding
fathers of that field Goodfellow, Bengio and Courville [36] provides
a theoretical introduction as well as a reference point. The practical
aspects are explored in Gibson [35], Géron [34] and Buduma [17].

Concerning reinforcement learning, Sutton and Barto [88] have writ-
ten the seminal textbook which provides an overview on the subject.
Because of the age it does not contain the newest developments in
the field. In particular, these new developments use machine learn-
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4 preliminaries

ing techniques in order to make the learning process more efficient
and expand the possible field of application. For this purpose neural
networks of different size and shape have been used. An overview of
these developments, as well as a general introduction, is found in the
Berkeley deep reinforcement boot-camp [1] as well as the course by
David Silver [2]. There is also a rewrite of the Sutton and Barto’s book
in work which should address these developments eventually.

Furthermore, some knowledge of linear algebra, analysis and prob-
ability theory will be assumed.

2.1 church’s simple theory of types

The simple theory of types (STT) is a formulation of higher-order
logic which is well suited for mechanization and automated theorem
proving. It is based on Church’s work combining type-systems for
math with the computational model of the λ-calculus in 1940 [19].
Since then, it has been extensively studied by mostly his students –
Andrews [5, 4] and Henkin [38] – and became theoretical very well-
founded and explored. Furthermore, due to the theoretical founding
and the inherent expressiveness it is relativly simple to embed other
logics into STT while preserving their semantics [11]. Together with
the low amount of inference rules and their relative simple nature it
excels in practical application and provides very useful abstractions
for problem-solving.

As the name implies the foundation of STT is the notion of a type.
It is the starting point for a solution to the infamous Russell-Paradox
[76] which pointed out the formal problems in Frege’s formulation
of quantification and sets [31]. Eventually, this lead to Russell and
Whitehead [99] formulating a new foundation for mathematics by
introducing types. Intuitively types can be seen as tags for the expres-
sions of a language which add additional information and restric-
tions to expressions. Since the expressions must obey the rules of the
type system to be valid expressions of the language, this makes prob-
lematic expressions unrepresentable since they can not be assigned a
valid type.

Church1 constructed STT by combining the computational λ-calculus
with a type system with the intention of expressing a logic.

The construction begins by defining a base type σwhich represents
the truth values and – since the logic can be easily extended – another
type ι which allows the user to expand and adapt the logic to his
individual needs. In contrast to other logical systems, simple type
theory has a built-in way to generate new types based on already
defined ones. Formally:

1 Historically in the 1920s and 1930s, several mathematicians tried to further refine,
simplify and fix problems in the Principia. An incomplete but prominent list includes
Carnap [18], Chwistek [21] and Ramsay [72].
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Definition 2.1.1 (Base Types, σ, ι,→):
The types of simple type theory are generated from the following base types:

1. Let σ be the type of Boolean values with two distinct logical constants:
> for true and ⊥ for false.

2. Let ι be the type of individual values.

3. Let α and β be arbitrary types, then the type α → β denotes the
functions which map terms of type α to terms of type β.

The set of types T is freely generated by the application of the right associative
function application constructor→ on these two base types.

Note that the letters of the Greek alphabet but σ and ι are used to
indicate an arbitrary type and that the types will be omitted if they
can be reconstructed from the context.

Definition 2.1.2 (Signature):
Let Vα denote a denumerable and infinite set of variable symbols for type α,
let T be the set of all types and let Cα be the set of all constants of a type α.
Then let Σ = (V,C) be a signature such that V =

⋃
α∈T

Vα and C =
⋃
α∈T

Cα.

Depending on the intention of the user, there are many ways to de-
rive the language of STT. An option is to use equality as a primitive
and derive all the other operations as abbreviations from it. This path
is taken by Andrews [5] but for mechanization, it is simpler to use
another option: Derive the equality through primitive logical opera-
tions which form a functional basis and combine them with princi-
ples of extensionality. Both of the approaches are equal in terms of
expressivity but checking equality is harder in mechanization due to
requiring a complete traversal of the term structure. Since this work
is concerned with logic in the context of automated theorem provers,
the second option is the natural choice.

Definition 2.1.3 (Syntax of typed λ-calculus):
The abstract syntax of STT can be given in a short Backus-Naur-Form-like
grammar with να being variables of type α and ρα being a constant of type
α:

s, t ::= ρα | να | (λνα.sβ)α→β | (s(α→β)tα)β | (¬σ→σsσ)σ
| (∨σ→σ→σsσtσ) | (Π(α→σ)→σsα→σ)σ

The primitives of choice are the Boolean connectives ∨ and ¬ together with
the logical constant Π(α→σ)→σ. The rest of the connectives are defined in
the usual way as abbreviations.

The quantification ∀να.sσ in STT is an abbreviation which is de-
fined in terms of the more general logical constant: (Π(α→σ)→σ(λνα.sσ)).
This constant is assumed to exist for each type and if given (λνα.tσ)
it evaluates it on all the inhabitants of that type α and returns true if it
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is true on all of them. Otherwise it returns false. Due to the existence
of Π for every type α this constant allows to quantify over arbitrary
sets.

To further enrich the language, a few syntactical operations have to
be introduced which connect the various syntactical structures with
each other. These operations are based on the bound and free occu-
rance of a variable.

Definition 2.1.4 (Free, Bound):
The set of free variables of a term T is denoted Free(T) and is calculated
inductivly:

Free(xα) = {xα}

Free(SR) = Free(S)∪ Free(R) for terms S and R

Free(λxα.S) = Free(S) \ {xα}

In similar fashion the bound variables can be calculuated:

Bound(xα) = ∅
Bound(SR) = Bound(S)∪Bound(R) for terms S and R

Bound(λxα.S) = Bound(S)∪ {xα}

With the free and bound variables dealt with, it is now possible to
define substitution on STT.

Definition 2.1.5 (Substitution):
A substitution is a mapping which allows replacing free variables in an ex-
pression by another term if certain criteria match. A substitution is written

Tγ[xα ← Sα]

which means that in the Term Tγ each occurrence of xα is replaced by Sα
regarding the following rules:

1. xα[xα ← Sα] = Sα

2. yβ[xα ← Sα] = yβ if yβ 6= xα ∧ (yβ ∈ Vβ ∨ yβ ∈ Cβ)

3. (Tβ→αRβ)[xα ← Sα] = ((Tβ→α[xα ← Sα])(Rβ[xα ← Sα]))

4. (λxα.Tβ)[xα ← Sα] = (λxα.Tβ)

5. (λyβ.Tγ)[xα ← Sα] = (λyβ.Tγ[xα ← Sα]) if xα 6= yβ ∧ (yβ /∈
Free(Sα))

6. (λyβ.Tγ)[xα ← Sα] = (λzβ.Tγ[yβ ← zβ][xα ← Sα]) if yβ ∈
Free(Sα) ∧ xα ∈ Free(Tγ) where z is a new variable symbol that
occurs in neither sub-formulas.

The definition of substitution allows deriving several other useful
properties and operations. The most straightforward consequence of
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this definition is that the meaning of a term does not depend on the
naming of the individual parts of the formula but that the computa-
tional and grammatical structure defines the meaning in interaction
with other terms of the language.

Definition 2.1.6 (α-conversion):
Let t be a λ-term of the form (λxα.Mβ) then

(λxα.Mβ)→α (λyα.Mβ[xα ← yα]) if yα /∈ Free(Mβ)

is called α-conversion.

With α-conversion it becomes clear that the number of terms with
the same grammatical and computational structure is denumerable
but infinite in the amount of available names and each term repre-
sents a class of similar structure which are equivalent up to renaming
of the parts. Another property and a main computational operation
is β-conversion which introduces syntactic manipulation commonly
used to make the λ-calculus a computational device.

Definition 2.1.7 (β-conversion):
The β-conversion comes in two variations. The first variation reduces the
λ-binder by one variable and replaces each occurrence of that variable by a
term. Formally this is called β-reduction and noted as:

(λxα.Sβ)Tα →β Sβ[xα ← Tα]

The second variation is called β-expansion and does the opposite of the re-
duction: A bound variable is freed by adding a parameter to the λ-binder
replacing the occurrence of the bound term by that parameter and adding the
concrete term as the first term in front of the β-expanded term such that the
application of β-reduction will yield the original term.

The other important operation is the so called η-conversion.

Definition 2.1.8 (η-conversion):
Let t be a term of the form (λxβ.Fβ→αxβ) where xβ is not free in F then F
is the η-reduct of t. Formally:

(λxβ.Fβ→αxβ)→η Fβ→α if xβ /∈ Free(F)

The main consequence of these two definitions is a property which
is referred to as the Church-Rosser-property [20]. Even though it is
only of limited practical importance for this work, another impor-
tant consequence for automated theorem proving is that STT has the
strong βη-normalization property.

Definition 2.1.9 (βη-normalform):
For every term t of STT there exists an unique term t ′ such that t →∗βη t ′
where →∗βη denotes the repeated application of →β and →η until it is not
further possible.
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With the idea of a normal form and the machinery in place, each
derived term can be normalized and many operations need only be
defined on normalized terms which helps on the implementation as-
pect tremendously.

To give meaning to the above defined syntactical structures and
operations, an interpretation function into a model has to be defined.
The model definition can take quite a few different variations and ex-
tensions of STT into account depending on which axioms to accept
into the systems2. This granularity allows studying the needed pre-
requisites for different problems efficiently at the price of introducing
more sophisticated structures like typed applicative structures as an
object of study. However, for this thesis only an idea of the underly-
ing formalism and semantics is sufficient since it does not deal with
STT itself but is more concerned with practical applications which
are restricted to a single class of models.

Definition 2.1.10 (Frame):
A frame D = {Dα}α∈T is a collections of sets – sometimes referred to as
domains – indexed by types. In correspondence to the base types there is
the domain Dσ which contains the designated values > and ⊥, a nonempty
domain Dι, as well as domains Dα→β for each freely generated type α→ β

which represent the functions from Dα → Dβ.

Definition 2.1.11 (Interpretation-function):
An interpretation-function I is a function which assigns each constant sym-
bol cα an element in Dα.

The casually described semantics of the logical connectives of choice
can now be given formally:

• The symbols > and ⊥ are mapped to their counterparts in Dσ.

I(>) = > and I(⊥) = ⊥

• I(¬σ→σ) switches up its input symbol and returns the other
from Dσ thus

I(¬) = x 7→




> if x = ⊥
⊥ otherwise

• I(∨σ→σ→σ) returns true if at least one of the arguments returns
true:

I(∨) = x 7→ y 7→




> if x = > or y = >
⊥ otherwise

2 For a deeper dive consider the material by Barendregt [6].
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• I(Π(α→σ)→σ) returns true if the predicate pα→σ holds for all
the inhabitants of the domain Dα.

I(Π) = (pα→σ) 7→




> if ∀a ∈ Dα : (pa) = >
⊥ otherwise

The interpretation functions needs to include at least these map-
pings.

Definition 2.1.12 (Assignment):
An assignment @ is a mapping which assigns all occurrences of a variable
xα to an inhabitant of the domain Dα.

Definition 2.1.13 (Valuation):
Given a frameD, a signature Σ and an interpretation function I, a valuation
V maps a term tα to elements of the domain Dα such that:

1. V(xα, @) = @(xα) for xα ∈ Vα

2. V(cα, @) = I(cα) for cα ∈ Cα

3. V(fα→βaα, @) = (V(fα→β, @)V(aα, @))

4. V((λXα.sβ), @) = fα→β ∈ Dα→β such that each v ∈ Dα is mapped
to V(sβ, @[v→ Xα])

The pair (D, I) is referred to as an interpretation where I is required to be a
total function.

Based on the notion of a frame, interpretation and assignment it
is now possible to define models. An interpretation together with a
valuation is a model. Depending on conditions for the frames and the
valuation function different semantics can be described. The relevant
semantics for this thesis are called Henkin models or general models
[38].

Definition 2.1.14 (Henkin model, General model):
An interpretation (D, I) is called a Henkin model (General model) if and
only if a total valuation V exists which fulfills the properties for a valuation
described above. If this is the case, then V is unique.

The main and very important difference to the standard models
which historically have been described before – is that the domains
in the general model are not required to be full but just need enough
elements to allow a valuation. Formally: Dα→β ⊆ DDαβ .

With general models, the level of expressivity of STT is the same
as first-order logic: It is compact and semi-decidable. Now the syntac-
tical structures can be linked to models. A formula in STT is a term
tσ which can have different properties concerning the models which
fulfill it.
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Definition 2.1.15 (Satisfaction, Validity):
Let M be a general model and let @ be an assignment into M. M satisfies a
formula F if an assignment @ together with a valuation V evaluate F in M
as true. Formally:

M �@ F if V(F, @) = >

F is valid if for all models M and for all assignments @:

M �@ F

Usually this is written as: � F.
A proof calculus is a collection of formulas and inference rules

which can be applied on formulas to make new deductions. Histori-
cally the sequent calculus and the calculus of natural deduction from
Gentzen [32, 33] and the Hilbert calculus [39] have been important
and provide the basis for proof theory3.

Definition 2.1.16 (Proof-Calculus):
Let Γ be a set of formulas and let R be a set of inference rules then p =

f0, f1, . . . with is called a proof sequence if for all fi one of the follwing
conditions is met:

• fi ∈ Γ ;

• fi is an axiom;

• fi follows from the application of a rule r ∈ R to one or more previous
formulas fj with j < i.

A proof sequence p is a proof for a conjecture C if pn = C follows with
inference rules R. This is denoted: pn `R C. The pair (R, Γ) is referred to as
proof calculus.

The calculi employed for automated theorem proving are different
since the intention is different: the goal is not the formalization of
the proof but the efficient mechanization also. Both of the different
types of calculi above are obliged to fulfill certain properties in order
to guarantee their results and correctness.

Definition 2.1.17 (Completeness, Soundness):
Let P be a proof calculus (R, Γ). Then it is called complete if for all Γ and C:

� C =⇒ Γ `R C

It is called sound if for all Γ and C:

Γ `R C =⇒ � C

3 Here a Hilbert-style calculus is presented because it simpler and sufficient for the
purposes of this thesis.
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Figure 1: Example of a category with 1 object, 2 objects and a preorder with
4 objects.

The calculus employed in different automated theorem provers dif-
fers while maintaining the properties above. As the time has shown
– although the calculi are theoretically equivalent – their practical im-
plications lead to different performances depending on the problem
domain.

2.2 category theory primer

Category theory can be regarded as the study of compositions of
functions. It provides a very flexible framework under which several
fields – starting from numerical fields such as analysis and linear
algebra and finishing at logic and type theory – can be abstracted
and studied.

Definition 2.2.1 (Category):
A category C is tuple (O, M) consisting the set of objects O and the set of
morphisms4 M between objects such that the following holds:

1. ∀o ∈ O ∃f ∈M : f(o) = o

2. Let f ∈ M be f : a → b with a,b ∈ O then domain of f – denoted
dom(f) – is a and the co-domain – denoted codom(f) – is b.

3. ∀f,g ∈ O : dom(g) = codom(f) ∃h ∈ O : h = g◦ f. This composition
must satisfy left and right cancellation with the identity e.g: id ◦ f =
f = f ◦ id and associativity if all the functions are defined e.g: (h ◦
g) ◦ f = h ◦ (g ◦ f).

The simplest example of a category is the category with only one
object 1 and the identity morphism but more complex examples can
be easily constructed. For instance, consider the case of a preorder,
a set with a reflexive and transitive relation 6. By considering the
elements of the set {1, 2, 3, 4} as the objects of category and defining
the existence of an arrow→ between two objects o and o ′ if and only
if o 6 o ′, these two mathematical structures have been identified.
Visualizations of these categories can be found in Figure 1.

4 Note that the terms morphism and arrow are used interchangeably.
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Often it becomes useful to map a category into another category
to either find out that the starting problem exists in different version
which may be simpler to solve or to replace concrete values.

Definition 2.2.2 (Functor):
Let C and D be categories then a functor F between them is a mapping such
that

1. for each object of C an object in D is assigned,

2. for each arrow in C an arrow in D is assigned while preserving identity
and composition of arrows:

F(idC) = idFC and F(g ◦ f) = Fg ◦ Ff

In the tradition of algebra, the same prefixes apply to denote the
similar properties. For instance, an endofunctor is an functor F with
dom(F) = codom(F); an autofunctor is an invertible functor and so
on.

Categories can not only be mapped to each other, but the functors
which exist between the categories can also be mapped. This gives
rise to the so-called natural transformations.

Definition 2.2.3 (Natural transformation):
Between two functors F,G : C → D a natural transformation µ – or a
morphism of functors – is family of morphisms such that

1. for all o ∈ C a mapping µo : F(o)→ G(o) is defined

2. for all arrows a ∈ C with a : o→ o ′:

µo ◦ F(a) = G(a) ◦ µo

Definition 2.2.4 (F-Algebra):
Given a category C an F-Algebra is a tuple A = (Q,α) where

1. F is an endofunctor in C

2. Q is an object in C often referred to as the carrier,

3. α : F(Q)→ Q assigns to each f ∈ F(Q) an interpretation Q:

αf : Qarity(f) → Q

.

Definition 2.2.5 (Initial, Terminal):
An object o ∈ C is called initial if there exists for all objects o ∈ C exactly
an arrow such that o→ o ′. An object o ∈ C is called terminal if there exists
for all objects o ′ ∈ C exactly an arrow such that o ′ → o.

When considering the nature of functions it is natural to search
for special and interesting cases. One of such cases is the case of a
fix-point.
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Definition 2.2.6 (Fix-point):
Let f : A→ A be an endomorphism and let p ∈ A. Then p is called fix-point
of the morphism f if and only if

f(p) = p

The main application for the fix-point in this work is to consider it
for the typing of a recursive tree and to derive the appropriate fold-
ing functions based on the initial algebra. As such, the presentation
here focuses on the practical rather than the category-theoretic out-
line. As Meijer, Fokking and Paterson [61] noted recursion operators
can be derived from data type definitions reducing the possible re-
cursion schemes significantly and allowing to easily reason about the
recursion scheme. In the following the most important schemes for
this work will be outlined. A more theoretical founded introduction
can be found in the work of Bird and Moore [73].

Definition 2.2.7 (Catamorphism):
A catamorphism consumes an inductive data structure – therefore a data-
structure defined in terms of an initial algebra – and produces a single out-
put value by repeatedly recombining the individual values generated by a
morphism.

As the catamorphism breaks down inductive data structures the
anamorphism allows to construct them.

Definition 2.2.8 (Anamorpism):
An anamorphism allows to construct a potentially infinite data structure
from a single value by applying a funcion to the single value until a given
condition for termination evaluates to true.

The classical examples for those particular recursion schemes are
the fold and unfold function on lists which can be easily generalized
to other initial algebras.

Definition 2.2.9 (Apomorphism):
The apomorphism is an extension of the anamorphism which instead of re-
turning a single entry of the data-structure can either return that single
entry of the data structure or a more complex inhabitant of the data struc-
ture.

2.3 artificial intelligence and machine learning

Artificial intelligence studies how to make machines use language, form
abstractions and concepts, solve kinds of problems now reserved for humans,
and improve themselves [57]. As such, the big goal in the field artificial
intelligence is to create a general artificial intelligence that is able to
do many tasks at least on human level. Of course, this poses chal-
lenges on more than one level since that system cannot resort to do
reasoning on only a single strong domain. Systems that restrict them-
selves to a single domain and achieve strong performances in it, do
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not exhibit traits of advanced intelligence and are unable to adapt
to other domains, are commonly referred to as weak artificial intel-
ligence5. These systems are common today and found for instance
chess engines or speech assistant systems like Siri, Alexa or Google
Assistant.

In contrast, a strong artificial intelligence is able to exhibit a num-
ber of different traits most commonly found by humans. Similar to
human beings, the artificial intelligence must be able to represent
knowledge in a way so that it can apply it to the given problem. In
practice that means to derive judgments from the pool of knowledge,
to update this pool of knowledge in such a way that it is consistent
when new information from the environment becomes available and
to interact with the environment based on the knowledge of the cur-
rent domain. Furthermore, the ability to communicate with human
beings and to plan future actions are considered additional criteria.
It is not surprising that once these problems have been formulated
a number of research fields have popped up. As examples: Dealing
with knowledge – its representation and consistency – is ontology
engineering. Dealing with the problem of making judgments with
this pool of knowledge is automated theorem proving and for com-
munication and recognition of the current surroundings and objects
natural speech recognition, computer vision and natural speech gen-
eration are considered sub-fields. Although the results in these fields
have been significant, a grand unifying system which comes close to
a general artificial intelligence is nowhere to be found so far, since
combining these sub fields into a coherent system is a difficult prob-
lem. Besides the difficulty of engineering algorithms and approaches,
formulating assumptions about how intelligence works and engineer-
ing them to technical solutions is an interdisciplinary problem be-
tween fields ranging from philosophy to neurobiology and computer
science. There are two general ways to tackle the problems in artifi-
cial intelligence. Either by using a symbolic approach or a numeric
one. The symbolic approach tries to leverage logical methods like
described earlier whereas the numeric one tries to solve the by cal-
culation. Recently, the second approach in form of machine learning
has shown great results.

In general, machine learning refers to algorithms that learn with
experience. As Mitchell [63] noted: A computer program is said to learn
from experience E with respect to some class of tasks T and performance
measure P, if its performance at tasks in T, as measured by P improves with
experience E. As such machine learning algorithms are a very inter-
esting field of study because they allow to study the building blocks
of intelligence over different expressions and different domains with
the effort to formalize them and make them accessible to information
processing systems.

5 Of course, these systems are not useless in their respective domains.
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The algorithms and methods for artificial intelligence – with the
goal of a general artificial intelligence – need to be capable of be-
havioral self-modification for adaptation to new situations and data
– in short a form of introspection with possible adaption to many
domains like human beings are capable to. How this introspection
will be created is not clear: Some people hope it will magically pop
up when enough layers of algorithms and data structures are stacked
while others try devise more and more complicated methods by com-
bining various solutions for individual domains into larger and larger
systems. However, the seat of consciousness has not been deciphered
yet and the machines remain just machines having superhuman per-
formance in certain domains.

The biggest development during the last few years in artificial in-
telligence has been the development of more efficient training meth-
ods of neural networks. Whereas at their inception they have only
been theoretical tools due to the inherent inefficiency of training them
with the conventional hardware architecture, they have now become
the tool of choice over virtually any problem domain in some form
or another in artificial intelligence. They allow efficient classification,
pattern recognition and embedding which – given the right repre-
sentation of the problem domain and right input vectors for training
– reaches at least human performance on many tasks ranging from
drug discovery [56], image recognition [47], and even language trans-
lation [86].

In order to construct a general artificial intelligence – therefore a
system which is not confined to one special task like a chess engine –
quite a few of these tasks have to be solved and what is more impor-
tant the artificial intelligence has to learn about the world and how to
interact with it. The current approach to construct such a system con-
centrates with great success on applying machine learning and deep
learning techniques in every possible domain of artificial intelligence.

There are at least three major and different flavors to machine learn-
ing. First, supervised learning, where the algorithm is fed examples
of the input and the desired output. The simplest instance of this type
of learning problem is the k−nearest-neighbor classification: Given a
set S of labeled objects with features and a function d : S× S → R
which encodes the distance between two objects of the domain, pre-
dict the label of the input object i. A solution is to calculate the dis-
tance of each element in S with i and select the k objects with the
least distance to i and let them vote with their label. Assign the label
to i which got the most votes. In case of a tie, choose randomly. This
is what is considered an online algorithm: It can be trained during
the execution and the whole system does not need to be turned off.
In this instance, the training can just be done by adding the freshly
labeled object to S. In contrast, an offline algorithm must cease oper-
ations to undergo training.
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Second, unsupervised learning where the algorithm is given a way
to calculate a global error and it tries to minimize that error by finding
patterns in unstructured data. A common instance of this problem is
k-means where the algorithm is given a set of unlabeled inputs as
well as a distance function – similar to k-nearest-neighbors – and has
the task to divide that input into k groups. The common solution is
to randomly initialize k objects – which represent the center of the
groups – then until the solution stabilizes, assign to each group the
object of the input set which has the least distance to that group and
calculate afterwards the new center of the group.

A different approach towards the characterization of the learning
problem takes the third approach known as reinforcement learning.
Whereas the previous approaches assumed some data which encodes
information about the domain of their learning task, reinforcement
learning characterizes desired and undesired behavior with rewards
(punishments) and employs an agent seeking to maximize the re-
wards to solve the learning problem.

Central for the adaptation of all the approaches is the notion of er-
ror or distance: Given the desired outcome, how far is the calculated
result of the algorithm away from that solution? The choice of mea-
sure of the error depends on the particular domain and on the appli-
cation of the machine learning algorithm. A common approach is to
define the error rate as number of wrongly predicted examples

total number of examples . However, this
is only one measure of error which is of importance. The other one
is the generalization error: Since the algorithms are trained on a well-
defined training set once they enter the real world their performance
may suffer because the training set and the learned rules do not fit the
data good enough and the chosen sample was biased. Choosing an
appropriate measure of error is non-trivial since it defines what the
system will optimize its behavior against.

Definition 2.3.1 (Entity, Feature):
An entity is a collection of quantitatively measured features whereas each
feature represents a particular property of the entity which is regarded im-
portant for the task at hand.

A large part of efficient machine learning is to recognize the im-
portant features of the entities which are present in the input and
largely influence the output. However, these features cannot be se-
lected blindly but should be carefully chosen, since each of these fea-
tures introduces a source of information and leads towards a higher
dimensionality of the data.

It is pretty important to notice the distinction between data that
is numerical in nature and data that is categorical. The first one is
easy to lift into a framework which backed by numerical methods,
libraries, and tools. The latter is more difficult to engineer since some
sort of numerical abstraction has to be developed first.
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Definition 2.3.2 (One-hot vector encoding):
Let F be a set of categorical features with n different values and let e : F→ N

be an enumeration of those different values. Let bin denote a bit vector of
length n with then i-th bit turned on and the rest turned off. A one-hot
vector encoding of the categorical feature v ∈ F is given by:

oneHotF(v) = b
e(v)
n

Alternatively sometimes just the enumeration is used which is referred to as
just one-hot encoding.

Once the features have been chosen, the data have been acquired
and preprocessed, it has be put in the system. A general approach
for this is to represent the data as a design matrix. In this representa-
tion the data is represented in a matrix m ∈ Re×f where e represents
the number of different entities and f represents the different cho-
sen features. This matrix may be extended by another column which
contains a label for the entity on that row.

2.4 deep learning

Deep learning has dominated machine learning recently and caused
a hype cycle in artificial intelligence. Deep Learning or hierarchical
learning is the stacking of various neural networks – into hierarchies
and combining the individual layers to solve problems. Deep learn-
ing builds upon the structures which have been used by neural net-
works. Those structures in turn imitate the natural biological struc-
tures found in the human brain namely synapses, dendrites, axons,
and neurons.

In the human brain, the neurons gain their input through their
dendrites and if the sum of the incoming signal at the synapse ex-
ceeds a threshold it sends out a signal through the axon towards
other neurons. From the mathematical perspective, neurons are not
freely connected with each other but put into layers. Each of these
layers contains a certain number of neurons. Usually, each neuron is
connected to all the neurons in the previous layer by directed and
weighted links from them to it. These links propagate the activation
which is multiplied with the weight of the link.

Definition 2.4.1 (Neuron):
Let wl denote a weight matrix in the l-th layer and let ak denote the vector
of activations in layer k. Then the activation a of a layer l can be described
as:

zl = wlal−1 + bl

al = g(zl)
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where g is a vectorized activation function, bl is a vector of values referred
to as bias and zl is called the weighted input to the activation. 6.

For a long time the standard function for activation of the neuron
has been the sigmoid function.

Definition 2.4.2 (Sigmoid):

g(z) =
1

1+ e−z

A classical architecture for neural networks has been the feed-forward
network. This architecture aligns multiple layers of neurons: a single
input layer followed by an arbitrary amount of so-called hidden lay-
ers followed by an output layer. Besides the first layer each neuron
in the inner layers is connected to all the neurons in the previous
layer. A run of this network consists of setting the input layer to the
desired input then the input layer propagates each input through the
hidden layers to the output layer by applying the weights, thresholds
and activation functions in order to decide whether to trigger or not.
Usually each neuron in the input layer represents a feature from the
entities under consideration for the algorithm. Meanwhile the val-
ues calculated in the output layer are subject to interpretation. From
a mathematical perspective, a neural network represents a function
which is defined by the sum of its activation functions. With the right
neural network configuration and enough training time the function
of a neural network can approximate any function.

With the above described approach, it is possible to apply the neu-
ral network onto problems. If it is given the same input, the result
of the calculation would always return same output since it is not
capable of behavioral introspection and self-modification. In order to
do so, a training process is used which has the following steps and
introduces the notion of back-propagation and error:

1. Initialize the network randomly;

2. Let the neural network make predictions by feed-forward on
the data;

3. Calculate the mispredictions the neural network has made;

4. Apply back-propagation to adjust the weights of the network;

5. If the desired level of performance has not been reached go back
to 2.

Backpropagation allows adjusting the weights and biases of the
layers in the case of an incorrectly predicted output by the network.
This requires that the system has a training set with labeled examples

6 The bias is a numerical value to stabilize the triggering process of the neuron and at
the same time avoid situations where all the neurons do not trigger.
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so that it can determine where it went wrong. For this purpose, an
error term or cost function has to be introduced. Depending on the
domain and the application many different error-terms can be chosen;
for the exemplification of the principles the mean-squared error is
sufficient.

Definition 2.4.3 (Mean-squared error):
Let i be the total number of examples in the training set with ti being the
label assigned and yi being the value predicted by the neural network. Then
the mean squared error of the network can be described as:

MSE =
1

2

∑

i

(ti − yi)
2

With the backpropagation algorithm the intention is to minimize
the error of the network function by changing the weights of the neu-
rons contributing to the output of the neural network. Therefore, for
each layer the contribution towards the error is calculated and then
the weights are shifted in the opposite direction. The adjustment of
the weights is calculated by taking the derivative, from the output
layer and working backwards to the first hidden layer through the set
of weights. Let C denote the cost function in the following equations.

Definition 2.4.4 (Weight-adjustment, Backpropagation):
Let L denote the output-layer and � denote the element-wise multiplication.
Then the error in the output layer can be described as:

δL = ∇aC� σ ′(zL)

For any layer 0 < l < L the error is given by:

δl = ((wl+1)Tδl+1)� σ ′(zl)

The derivative for the biases on the same neuron is given by:

∂C

∂b
= δ

The derivative of the cost function C concerning a weight is then be given
by:

∂C

∂w
= ainδout

With these equations in place the weight-adjustment and bias-adjustment
can be given as:

w = w−
∂C

w
and b = b−

∂C

∂b

There are different formulations of back-propagation in a practi-
cal setting. The two principal solutions are batch gradient descent
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Figure 2: Visualization of different activation functions

and stochastic gradient descent. The difference is when the weight-
adjustment is carried out and how the choice of the training instance
is done: Batch-gradient-descent adjust the weights based on a whole
iteration of the learning algorithm on the data set meanwhile stochas-
tic gradient descent does it after each single prediction on a randomly
chosen instance of training data. The compromise is called mini-batch
gradient descent which selects fresh subsets of the design matrix and
uses them to make a smaller weight-update until the design matrix
is exhausted. In practice, this results in compromise between the ac-
curacy of batch gradient descent and the speed of stochastic gradient
descend.

Historically, there have been several activation functions used for
neural networks. Depending on the data and upon the overall archi-
tecture, they must be chosen carefully, since they influence the behav-
ior network immensely by their numerical properties.

The first considered activation function was the perceptron by Pitts
and McCulloch [58]; it is rarely used today if at all.

Definition 2.4.5 (Perceptron):
Let t ∈ R be a threshold value then the perceptron is given by:

ft(x) =





if x > t, 1

else 0

Besides the sigmoid functions, a very important function for acti-
vation is the softmax function. Instead of triggering in a certain way,
the function allows to assign an element to a domain from a collec-
tion of mutually exclusive domains. Namely, the domain to which
this element most likely belongs to.
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Definition 2.4.6 (Softmax):
Let D be the number of different domains and x ∈ Rn then the softmax
function is given by:

f(x) =
exp(x)
D∑
j

exp(xj)

Note that exp(x) returns the application of the exponential on every ele-
ment of the vector. Meanwhile exp(xi) denotes the application of the expo-
nential on the i-th element of x.

Another common activation function is the Rectified linear unit
(ReLU).

Definition 2.4.7 (Rectified Linear Unit):
The rectified linear unit models the triggering of the node if a certain thresh-
old t has been reached otherwise it just returns the threshold value.

f(x) = max(t, x)

For a visualization of the different activation functions but softmax
see Figure 2.

For backpropagation to be applicable, the chosen activation func-
tions in the network have to be differentiable. There are several other
architectures for neural networks apart from the feed-forward net-
work described here. They differ in the types of neurons used and
allow different kinds of layers and links. However, all of them obey
the general principles of operation described here but differ in details
concerning activation and training. For an overview consider Liu et
al. [53].

Apart from the above examined parameters of the neural network
there are so called hyper parameters which allow tuning of the learn-
ing process.

learning rate The learning rate is a factor for the weight-update
in backpropagation which determines how strongly the weights
are affected by the weight updates. Thus, a learning rate of zero
would lead the neural network to ignore the experience it gains
meanwhile a learning rate of 1 would lead to jumpy behavior
because the most recent experience has the biggest impact on
the weights.

regularization Regularization controls the size of the weights
and thus forces the neural network to make simpler assump-
tions on the parameters. Practically, this is achieved by adding
a term to the error function which relates it to the size of the
weights. The two most common regularization methods are l1
and l2. l1 sums the absolute weights and l2 sums the square of
the weights.
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momentum Since the learning algorithm effectively tries to approx-
imate a function, it is sometimes the case that the algorithm gets
stuck in a local minimum since the weight updates become very
small and the derivations of the functions decrease too. For this
reason momentum is used, which carries a small amount from
the last weight update over to the current weight update.

Two other common and important issues in machine learning and
especially with using neural networks are underfitting and overfitting.
Overfitting describes the situation that the algorithm has learned the
data so well that it performs with 100% accuracy on the training data
but in the wild its performance is diminished drastically. Regulariza-
tion is a way to reduce overfitting. Underfitting describes the other
side of the coin: The interpretation of the features is not sufficient for
the algorithm to find a correlation which can be exploited for pre-
diction. Machine learning algorithms try to move from a completely
underfitted state towards a state which fits the problem well enough
in the training, validation set and in real-life applications. Thus, the
challenge of is to find the right set of features: Enough to allow gen-
eralization but not enough to exactly learn the solutions.

2.5 reinforcement learning

In 2013 Deepmind [64] has produced an artificial intelligence which
has been capable to play old ATARI games with superhuman perfor-
mance by combining the deep learning architecture with reinforce-
ment learning. Although earlier successes in backgammon [91], chess
[45], air hockey [8], financial portfolio management [65] and robotics
[90] were already impressive, a new approach which combined deep
neural networks with high-dimensional sensory input data appeared,
which has been unprecedented.

The general idea in reinforcement learning is to model the program
as an agent in a stateful and observable environment which changes
with his actions. Then assign desirable actions – actions which lead to
an intended result – a reward and punish actions which diverge from
the desired result. The fallout is that the agent has to learn a policy
for choosing his actions in order to maximize the rewards. The setup
is visualized in Figure 3.

Hereby, reward is tightly coupled with the domain the agent op-
erates in. For instance, in games the reward is tied to the result of
the game in an obvious way. In portfolio management the reward is
tied to the overall value of the portfolio. In robotics the reward is tied
to desirable actions of the robot: Moving forward is rewarded and
falling is punished. However, there is a difference what the agent is
allowed to assume about the world.

For instance in backgammon, the state space is given by the poten-
tial states of the board, the distribution of the dices and the potential
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moves in each board state. Thus, it can be represented as a very large
but finite state space and solved by numerical methods. This referred
to as model-based reinforcement learning. The presentation here fo-
cuses on model-free learning, which makes no assumptions about the
environment the agent operates in and also does not require that the
state space is finite. Furthermore, most of the real-world applications
fall into this category and this type of learning is also the link where
neural networks come to into play. Formally this is described as a
Markov Decision Process (MDP).

Definition 2.5.1 (Markov Decision Process):
A Markov Decision Process M is a tuple (S,A,R,γ) such that

S : is a set of states. A sequence of those states which is indexed by discrete
time steps is written as (St)t∈N;

A : is a set of possible actions;

R : is an reward function such that R : S→ A→ S→ R assigns the triple
of an action a taken in a state s and which leads to state s ′ a real value
as reward.

γ : is a discount factor between [0, 1] which encodes the perspective of the
agent concerning long-term rewards: A value of 0 lets the agent ignore
long-term rewards whereas a value of 1 let the agent focus solely on
the long-term rewards.

The run or path P of an agent in an MDP can be described as
an ordered sequence of tuples (st,at, rt) ∈ S×A× R indexed by a
discrete time step t.

Definition 2.5.2 (Cumulative discounted reward):
Given a run P of an agent indexed with discrete time steps t the cumulative
discounted reward from a time step t is:

Rt =

P∑

k>1
γkrt+k

The agent is greedy and wants to maximize his rewards and searches
for a policy which achieves this goal.
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Definition 2.5.3 (Policy, Optimal Policy):
The policy π : S→ A assigns each state the action to take:

π(s) = a

Let Qπ(s,a) denote the expected return of taking action a in state s fol-
lowing policy π:

Qπ(s,a) = rt + γ arg max
a

(Qπ(st+1,a))

The optimal policy π∗ maximizes the expected cumulative discounted re-
ward from a state s by considering the best possible action a:

π∗(s) = arg max
a
Qπ∗(s,a)

The Q-function provides only an estimate of the rewards and has to be
updated during training by the rule:

Qπ(st,at) := Qπ(st,at)+ (rt+γ arg max
a

(Qπ(st+1,a)−Qπ(st,at)))

When training an agent, there is an area of conflict of interest be-
tween the exploitation of the given rules in the current situation and
the exploration of different options from the current situation. If the
agent just exploits the given policy, then no learning concerning the
value of other state-action pairs can take place.

Definition 2.5.4 (ε-greedy policies):
A ε-greedy policy is a policy π ′ based on a policy π such that:

π ′(s) =





with probability ε : random action

else π(s)

The most common algorithm for solving MDPs for the model-free
learning problem is the so-called Q-Learning algorithm, which pro-
ceeds as follows: First, initialize Q randomly. Then for a defined num-
ber of runs called epochs: until a goal state or a fixed depth of eval-
uation is reached, sample an action a using the ε-greedy policy and
execute it on the current state s transitioning to the state s ′ and get-
ting the reward r which is used to update the value of Q for the state
action pair as described above.

The link to neural networks is that during infinite state spaces
the Q-function cannot be explicitly calculated but only approximated.
However, the property of neural networks as universal function ap-
proximators comes into play: By defining a numerical representation
of the state and the action; and using them as – potentially multi-
dimensional – input vectors, they can be fed into the neural network.
The architecture of the hidden layers is up to individual design choice
but the output layer must consists of a single neuron which activation
represents the value the neural Q function assigns to Q(s,a).
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2.6 the automated theorem prover leo-iii

Leo-III is the latest incarnation of the Leo-family of automated theo-
rem provers. In the recent CADE ATP SYSTEM Competition (CASC)
2017 of automated theorem provers for higher-order logic, it was the
runner-up by solving 382 of 500 problems and only be beaten by the
most recent version of Satallax [16]. As nearly all competitive auto-
mated theorem provers Leo-III adheres to the TPTP infrastructure
and uses the definied THF-format [13] for input as well as the stan-
dardized output status ontology SZS [84].

Leo-III uses a cooperative approach [83] by trying to leverage the
strength of specialized theorem provers by integrating them apart
from having its own higher-order reasoning and proof procedure.
This allows Leo-III to be significantly more effective when the prob-
lem is inherently in that specialized logic than a pure higher-order
system which does not follow this approach.

Furthermore, Leo-III tackles several issues in automated theorem
proving which have been neglected. First of all, parallelization of
proof procedures has been an ongoing problem in many automated
theorem provers. Due to the large theoretical effort in developing an
efficient and theoretically complete calculus, the latest trends and
progress in programming are not reflected in automated theorem
provers. Most of the time, the provers are written in niche languages.
In contrast, Leo-III features a modern approach by using the Scala
[70] programming language and employing the run-time environ-
ment of the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) [52].

Leo-III uses a paramodulation calculus with ordering restraints
and a term representation which combines de-Bruijn Indices [24]
with a polymorphic representation to express higher-order logic with
Henkin-semantics and choice. As such Leo-III tries to deduce the
empty clause from the initially given axioms and the negation of the
conjecture to prove.

The architecture consists of several modules which together imple-
ment the totality of the calculus [14]. An interesting feature to facili-
tate the construction of proof loops is the existence of a facade7. Due
to this, it is possible to derive several general proof loops without
having rewriting large parts of the system. Therefore, besides the sim-
ple sequential proof loop found in most automated theorem provers
Leo-III is able to use parallelization as part of the proof process by
employing a more complicated state model in form of a blackboard
architecture.

For the purpose of this thesis, the sequential proof loop will be
used. To structure the search space, it differs between a set of unpro-

7 A facade is a structural pattern in software development which simplifies the access
and use of a collection of modules by introducing another module which abstracts
out common usage patterns and reduces the amount of operations exposed to the
user.
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cessed clauses – interchangeably sometimes referred to as working
set – and a set of processed clauses.

The simple sequential proof procedure follows the following high-
level steps:

1. Put all the elements of the input set into the set of unprocessed
clauses.

2. Select a clause from the set of unprocessed clause by weighted
selection criteria. For this unprocessed clause, apply the infer-
ence rules on the clause together with already processed clauses
to process it. Each of these operations might result in an infer-
ence – a clause or a set of new clauses – which will be simplified
and added to the set of unprocessed clauses.

3. Check, if the set of unprocessed clauses is empty or if one of the
derived clauses is the empty clause. If so, finish the reasoning
process with the appropriate value of the SZS-ontology.

4. Otherwise add the clause to the set of processed clauses and
pick another clause to process.

The first formulation of this proof procedure dates back to Wos et
al. in 1984 [100] and is quite attractive due to its algorithmic simplicity
and effectiveness in practice. At the same time the given formulation
makes it difficult to exploit the modern developments of hard- and
software like parallelism and concurrent programming. With this pro-
cedure in mind, the potential points of research and improvement can
be formulated.

Definition 2.6.1 (Premise Selection):
Given a set of premises and a conjecture to prove, predict which of the
premises will be useful for the proof.

Premise selection or relevance filtering is a well-studied field8.
It is run at the start of the proof procedure and proposes a binary

classification task from a machine learning perspective. Since each in-
cluded premise from the input file has significant impact on the state
space, on the ability of the prover to find the proof goal and some-
times even on the ability to represent the whole input problem effi-
ciently, this is of major concern when dealing with large ontologies
of different axioms. When using predefined small problems which
only contain the necessary axioms as it is the commonly case in the
benchmarks for automated theorem provers, it is of less interest. How-
ever, this problem is highly important for interactive theorem provers
like Isabelle and Coq, since they reason over large knowledge bases.
Premise selection as such can be regarded as a high-level instance
of guidance: The prover is not modified but instead a preselection

8 For instance by Meng et al. [62] and Kühlwein [49]
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of relevant clauses is done by a preprocessor to help the automated
theorem prover achieve the proof goal.

Methods which directly impact the operations of the prover during
runtime can be considered low-level instance of guidance: The infor-
mation for the machine learning algorithm includes the internal state
of the prover and the working set:

Definition 2.6.2 (Proof guidance):
Proof guidance can be split into two problems:

• Given the current state of the prover with all the relevant meta in-
formation, which clause of the current unprocessed clauses is the best
clause to process in order to prove the conjecture? This problem will
be named Clause Selection throughout this thesis.

• Given the current state of the prover with all the relevant meta infor-
mation, which available proof operation will be most effective towards
reaching the proof goal? This problem will be named Action Selection
throughout this thesis.

However, clause selection is relevant even in the restricted case of
small problems since it deals with the traversal of the search space.
As such, it must not only binary classify the premises but must also
find a ranking in terms of their predicted utility towards the proof
goal.

A form of proof-guidance is the so called strategy mechanism which
is built into automated theorem provers in various forms. In the sim-
plest implementation, it is a bias on the selection of the next clause
by adjusting the weights of the different selection criteria in a favor-
able fashion for the proof goal. In the more sophisticated variations
of the implementation it also includes a bias towards proof opera-
tions which are considered unfavorable for the average problems but
are particular effective for the requested proof goal. On the scale be-
tween high-level guidance and low-level guidance, it is somewhere
in the middle.





3
T O WA R D S S M A RT E R A U T O M AT E D R E A S O N I N G

3.1 the state of the art

Although the field of automated theorem proving has been around
a long time, work on the intersection of numerical and symbolic rea-
soning has only taken off in the recent years1 due to the general avail-
ability of machine learning libraries and their possible integration
into various programming languages as well as the rich ecosystem
of possible models for neural networks. Additionally, many issues
concerning the interaction and standardization of automated theo-
rem provers were mitigated allowing the integration into new and
larger systems. Part of the problem of automated theorem proving
is that it is a task which is inherently bound by computing power
as well as the memory limitations. Since both of these resources are
now abound available, it becomes reasonable to compromise on raw
computing power to increase the heuristics used during the proving
process.

Historically, Ertel and Suttner [87] explored in 1990 approaches of
neural learning to recognize features for clause selection and gen-
erate biases towards certain features of the clauses as part of the
first-order logic automated theorem prover sequential theorem prover
(SETHEO) in order to improve its performance and clause selection.
Eventually, the SETHEO-project was discontinued and their genera-
tion method was not adapted by other provers.

Presently, most notably for higher-order reasoning has been Ma-
chine Learning Strategies (MaLeS) [48] which effectively works as a
preprocessor for numerous theorem provers. During a training phase,
MaLes approximates effective parameters of the theorem prover for
solving the given problems. Depending on the results of the prover,
the approximation function for the parameters is adjusted. It has been
very effective with the automated theorem prover Satallax where it
was capable to leverage the abundance of built-in heuristics effec-
tively into better performance by proposing an optimized schedule
of these modes to run. In the end – even though this approach has
been effective and is generally reusable to other provers – it has not
the marks of a smarter solution towards proving a problem. The au-
thor of MaLes indicates, that all of the proofs would have been found
anyway if the right mode is provided by the user. Only the knowl-

1 Most notably has been the creation of a dedicated conference which explores applica-
tions of machine learning in automated theorem proving: http://aitp-conference.
org/
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edge of the user involving the choice has been automated and thus
the speed of convergence towards a solution has been improved. The
proof process was left the same besides being called with the right
parametriziation which guided the operations.

Furthermore, there is The Blind Strategymaker (BliStr) by Urban[94].
BliStr is a tool which generates strategies for the automated theorem
prover E [79] by defining a test-bed of easy problems on which new
strategies are generated and testing the fitness of these functions in a
pool of slightly more difficult problems. The fittest of these strategies
will be chosen to be further improved and put again in the test-bed
for repetition. This approach has improved the performance of E in
the CASC@Turing competition by 50 Problems in 2012. BliStr has the
advantage, that it does not depend on concrete representation of a
theory.

As a large company, Google has founded the DeepMath2 project
which is a co-operation between several universities and Google Re-
search to do experiments towards neural network theorem proving. As
part of that project, Loos et al. [54] have concentrated their efforts on
augmenting the first-order prover E with a deep value network for in-
ternal proof guidance in the form of clause selection. For this purpose,
they have explored different architectures of neural networks which
are evaluated with respect to their performance in the Mizar library
[93]. All of the three neural networks have improved the performance
of the automated theorem prover at the cost of significant overhead
due to evaluating the neural network during the proof search for se-
lecting the next clause. They indicate that the evaluation dominates
the proof search and that the best results can only be achieved by
what they call a hybrid approach: Let the system schedule both –
the inbuilt clause selection and the chosen neural network architec-
ture to select the next clause. For running the clause-selection two
options are indicated: Either run initially the clause selection of the
neural network for half the given timeout and then let the heuristics
of E take over and finish the problem or both of the clause selection
mechanism in interleaving fashion. The input to the neural networks
here has been a string representation of the clause. Interestingly, the
character-level encoding of the clause as input into the neural net-
work has been sufficient to determine whether it would be required
for the proof goal or not.

Recently Kaliszyk, Chollet and Szegedy [41] published HOLSTEP
which is a machine learning data set for higher-order logic theorem proving
where they formulate applications of machine learning in theorem
proving and benchmark potential solutions in interactive theorem
provers. Albeit the results are promising and indicate that machine
learning techniques have a broad applicability in theorem proving,
the focus on interactive theorem provers and their input languages

2 https://github.com/tensorflow/deepmath
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makes the transfer to automated theorem provers difficult. Still, the
authors describe several different points of application for machine
learning algorithms like premise selection and intermediate proof
step evaluation and provide deep learning architectures which can
be used for this tasks. Again, an interesting result from that paper is
that neural networks operating on character-level are good enough to
find patterns in premise selection to achieve a significant success rate
despite the learning blocks being characters and being only vague
faithfully representation.

In the setting of higher-order automated theorem proving, the first
significant approach which indicates further refinements of the clause
selection has been presented by Färber and Brown[27]. They track the
prover state in respect to the declared constants and rank the clauses
by using previous runs of Satallax. The authors report a significant
increase of proven theorem on the Mizar library of around 26% in
comparison towards using the automated theorem prover without
this approach. However, the solution is based on hand-engineered
features and uses Bayesian reasoning for ranking. For ranking the
clauses, their results improved by considering positive and negative
examples to gain more information about the search space.

Even more recently Färber, Kaliszyk and Urban [28] presented an
approach to bring the fruits of deep learning into the realm of au-
tomated theorem proving. By modifying the leancop [71] prover for
first-order classical logic and augmenting it with a value network for
random search a derivation of leancap was created which is called
montecop. The results on their data-sets are promising but are limited
by the relative strength of the automated theorem prover on which
the system has been developed. Again, the combination of traditional
proof-search and deep reinforcement learning performed better than
just using one of the two proof-modes.

In 2016, Whalen [98] proposed and implemented a whole deep
learning architecture based on Metamath called Holophrasm. The
system does not use hand-engineered features for the proof search
and features partial proof tree search using tree-based bandit algo-
rithms, deep neural networks for estimating statement provability
and sequence-to-sequence models to enumerate its actions. However
– although the systems is non-interactive – it is restricted towards the
metamath infrastructure and did not achieve state-of-the-art perfor-
mance on the Mizar benchmarks.

All in all, the number of publications and developments concerning
the integration of machine learning, deep learning and reinforcement
learning have been steadily increasing. A driving force in that spiking
interest is the commercial support by Google.

However, it is yet to be determined in how far the approaches do
scale to higher-order logic ATPs and what is exactly best in practice;
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especially since the approaches have focused on first-order systems,
interactive theorem provers and on premise selection.

Although the neural networks used above in clause selection and
premise selection did achieve good results; they rely on a unified
or normalized representation of mathematical theories in string rep-
resentation. The meaning of knowledge is not captured in a way that
is independent of the string representation. To illustrate this prob-
lem, consider the case of preorder from the preliminaries (Sect. 2.2).
Instead of defining the relation with the symbol 6 the same rela-
tion could be defined with the symbol κ and the entities renamed
to a,b, c and d. A prover with neural network as described in the
papers – which was trained on the representation with 6 – could
hardly generalize its predictions to the new form of expression with
κ. These techniques have merit, since they allow tuning of the prover
concerning a selected library of mathematical knowledge and gain
a better performance from it. Yet, it is not an improvement of the
reasoning processes and only highlights what could be done if the
internal representation would be better. Constructing an internally
better representation which combines numerical as well as symbolic
knowledge is difficult and requires combination of several methods
currently under research. An outline can be found in Further Work
(Sec. 3.7).

Instead of focusing on high-level guidance like premise-selection or
strategy selection, this thesis explores how to improve clause selection
and action selection for low-level guidance of the prover. As such a
concrete optimization towards benchmark is done as little as possible.

3.2 reification of the control flow

In order to make better decisions during the applications of the proof
calculus, it is necessary to allow reasoning about the operations and
the state of prover. Whereas, the latter is explicitly available, the first
is foremost done by the execution environment and implicit. This
makes optimizations and reasoning about different options during
the proving process impossible. Thus, the operations have to made
explicit or reified.

For this purpose, techniques made popular by functional program-
ming will be employed: The so called free monad together with the
interpreter pattern and generalized algebraic types. The free monad
is a technique which has been popularized recently3 to split between
the interpretation and the definition of an abstract syntax tree based
on ideas of category theory. It allows to define an object-language

3 To the best of the author’s knowledge, the exact point in time when the concept was
introduced to programming is unknown. First scientific articles from a mathematical
standpoint date back to the 1970’s [92, 26]. It is encountered in various blogs from
2010 onward.
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and delay the execution until a interpreter is provided. During execu-
tion the user may even give different possible interpreters for the
object-language such that different results or effects can be gener-
ated. The main advantage of this approach is that it allows to cap-
ture the language of the problem domain without restricting it to
a concrete execution pattern. Therefore, the term of the object lan-
guage may be used for common techniques of compiler optimization,
data flow analysis, conditional rewriting and dependency injection.
Furthermore it allows to represent a program as a co-product of its
different object-languages and then by giving a interpreter for each
term of the object-language it allows to execute the whole program.

In the case of automated theorem proving, the object-language is
the proof calculus as it is actually employed within the system. How-
ever, there is a choice concerning which operations one would like
to encode: The pure rules of the calculus or the methods which are
applied by the automated theorem prover. Both of these choices do
have advantages and drawbacks.

From a logical perspective, the rules of the calculus are desirable
since they are neither concerned with the state of the prover nor its
problems. Also the application of the rules is easier to trace and each
proof can be directly reconstructed from the proof object. At the same
time this advantage is also a disadvantage because the operations of
the prover contain much more than just the application of the rules
of the pure logical calculus: Mandatory side operations to make the
prover effective include indexing, calling external provers, choosing
clauses for evaluation as well as strategies for scheduling and en-
suring safety properties and invariants to guarantee soundness. All
of these operations are not contained in the logical calculus but are
found in the methods and functions implemented in the automated
theorem prover and largely impact its performance in a practical set-
ting as well as the decision done during the proof process. In the
end all methods of the automated theorem prover boil down to op-
erations of the logical calculus plus some extra plumbing to pass the
parameters and abstract common sequences of operations of the logi-
cal calculus. If the automated theorem prover is regarded as an agent
which interacts with its environment and is going to be optimized
for proving, every informational tidbit which can be made available,
could be important to aid in the proof process. Due to the fact that
the second option also simplifies the interpretation of the generated
language, it has been chosen.

Since the technical reconstruction of the appropriate data structures
contains a lot of boilerplate – which is not suitable for presentation
– the presentation here resorts to a high-level approach which omits
the concrete technical details but gives an abstract of the construction
process.
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More formally this equals to the construction of an abstract data
type ControlAlgebra which encodes the implicit operations of the
prover and an injection into this data type during the execution.

Definition 3.2.1 (ControlAlgebra):
Let Calc be the set of implicit operations of the prover of the form f(x1, . . . , xn)
then the reification can be described by the following mapping:

ψ : Calc→ ControlAlgebra

ψ(f(x1, . . . , xn)) =




F(x1, . . . , xn) f has result type Unit

F(x1, . . . , xn, f(x1, . . . , xn)) otherwise

where F is a distinguished type of the ControlAlgebra with a generated
name based on the original calculus operation4.

Most notably is the annotation of the newly introduced data type
with the result of the function additionally to the parameters.

In order to introduce the side-effect of logging to each operation, a
drop-in replacement of the control facade is used. This replacement
executes each operation and appends a term of the ControlAlgebra to
a sequence. At the end of the reasoning process this sequence contains
a detailed log of all operations executed.

This allows to employ a similar idea akin to the so called and well-
known Curry-Howard-Lambek5 correspondence and allows to treat
the proofs as programs consisting of instructions for proving a the-
orem out of a set of premises given by the input file. Furthermore,
the techniques used in static program analysis can now be employed
although some of them are not of interest in the context of automated
theorem proving e. g. Does the program terminate on every input? or
Are there inputs which lead the program to fail?. However, other ques-
tions have immediate consequences in the resulting proofs e.g Does
the result of the program depend on all the intermediate operations and their
results?. Answering the latter question allows to optimize the steps
in the main loop of the automated theorem prover and make them
context dependent, strip the resulting proofs of unnecessary steps
and even minimize the proofs into just the necessary premises and
clauses. Moreover, it allows to identify common patterns over the
proofs and generate more efficient proof patterns or tactics based on
the bare proof calculus.

The next step to achieve the goals above, is to find a mapping
m : ControlAlgebra → ProofAlgebra, where the ProofAlgebra can
be seen as a fix point type of the ControlAlgebra with explicit rep-
resentation of the dependencies of each application of the base cal-
culus rules. However, it will be simpler to present ProofAlgebra as

4 Of course this is not the theoretical calculus on which the automated theorem prover
is based on but the abstraction used for writing the proving mechanism.

5 For an introduction: [89]
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a bottom-up tree automaton6 since this will define the evaluation se-
mantics en passant.

Definition 3.2.2 (Bottom-up Tree Automata):
A bottom-up tree automata A is a tuple (A, Q) where A is a F-Algebra
together with set of states Q with designated final states Qf ⊆ Q as well as
|Q| being finite.

For the construction of such an automaton the ground terms need
to be defined first. In this case the ground terms are the results of the
operations of the calculus which in turn can be used as parameters
for the data types which inhabit the ProofAlgebra.

Definition 3.2.3 (GroundTerms):
Let Types denote the set of types used in Calc whether they occur as param-
eter or result. Then the set of ground terms can be described as

GroundTerms := {φ(t) | t ∈ Types}

where φ creates a name distinct from the name of the result type it wraps
in order to avoid resolution conflicts. To allow substitution, partial repre-
sentation as well as evaluation and analysis, the result types are considered
optional.

Each of these derived ground terms functions is a wrapper around
the result. These generated ground terms are then used as recursion
anchors to limit the recursion of the term algebra. In the next step
the data types of the ControlAlgebra are mapped to new ones which
allow a functor definition.

Definition 3.2.4 (TermAlgebra):

TermAlgebra := {ψ(t(x1, . . . , xn, t(x1, . . . , xn))) | t ∈ ControlAlgebra}

where

ψ(t(x1, . . . , xn, t(x1, . . . , xn))) = ψ(t(φ(x1), . . . ,φ(xn))) andφ(t(x1, . . . , xn))

The most notable change is subtle: The types of the parameters
and result types are changed such that recursion can happen. Now,
the implicit computation process for proving theorems has been re-
verse engineered and thus reified. Finally, it is possible to define the
language which allows encoding proofs.

Definition 3.2.5 (ProofAlgebra):
The ProofAlgebra is given by the expression:

ProofAlgebra := GroundTerms∪ TermAlgebra

A functor definition for the ProofAlgebra is straightforward:

map(t : TermAlgebra) = t(map(x1), . . . , (xn)))

6 For a complete reference on tree automata, consider Comon [22]; the categorial pre-
sentation is taken from http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~neelk/tree-automata.pdf
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map(g : Ground Algebra) = g

Now that the representation for proofs is finished a concrete proof
sequence must be mapped into the tree representation. Formally, the
logged proof operations correspond to a sequence of ControlAlge-
bra-inhabitants and a mapping into the tree automaton must be con-
structed. The algorithm to do this is based on two main ideas. The
first is to apply referential transparency – namely that an expression
can be replaced with its value without changing the overall program
behavior – in reverse meanwhile the second is to construct the corre-
sponding tree by repeatedly applying substitution. This allows amal-
gamating matching trees to get a tree matching the symbolic calcula-
tion made by the automated theorem prover.

However, the trees are not of uniform shape since they encode the
specifics of the proof and vary in depth as well as in the shape of
their inner leafs. With the varying shape comes also a varying type for
each individual proof such that the creation of an unified execution
structure and unified analysis tools are hampered. To remedy this
it is necessary to define the trees as a fix-point of the initial algebra
generated by the data constructors of the ProofAlgebra.

This equals to abstracting out the concrete parameters in the ProofAl-
gebra and replacing them with a type which allows plugging in any
other value residing in ProofAlgebra. Due to the recursion on the
fix-point type it is now possible to regard the ProofAlgebra as an
abstract syntax tree and formulate all the operations on that tree.

The first step of the algorithm consists in filtering out operations
which did not contribute towards the proof. In practice this equals to
operations that either did not generate a result or whose generated
result was not used for additional operations by any of consecutive
steps of the proof.

The next step of the algorithm consists in constructing the elements
of the ProofAlgebra which directly correspond to operations of the
ControlAlgebra without added data or control flow dependencies.
Thus, it is a simple map over the sequence of ControlAlgebra inhabi-
tants with the following function where φ denotes mapping into the
TermAlgebra and ψ denotes the mapping into the GroundAlgebra:

treeify : ControlAlgebra→ (ProofAlgebra, ProofAlgebra)

treeify(x1, . . . , xn, result) = (φ(x1, . . . , xn),ψ(result))

The first element of the tuple represents the operation with the
input parameters meanwhile the second element represents the result
of the evaluation of the operation. Note that at this step the operation
is already a – rather shallow – tree.

Now for the second step, it is important to define an appropriate
equality between the result type and the parameters in order to al-
low the amalgamation to match the reasoning process as closely as
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possible. It is straightforward to consider equal instances of the re-
sult types to be equal but it does not match the reasoning process
entirely. At certain points in the proof process the operations are not
on a whole set but on single elements of that set. Therefore, the above
definition of equality has to be extended such that a set of clauses and
n clause are equal if and only if the clause occurs in that set and is
the only clause.

From a principled point of view, this is not optimal since it in-
creases the proofs and loses some faithfulness of the representation
for the sake of making the representation easier. But the alternative
would be to rewrite the reasoning process in such a way that it is op-
timal for the mixture of machine learning and symbolic reasoning – a
rather complicated task. Especially, given the proving strength of the
current version of Leo-III, this is an undertaking which would intro-
duce more errors, problems and weaknesses than things to be gained
from doing so.

Furthermore, a practical problem arises during the execution: It is
not always clear which of the many potential results is actually im-
portant for the computation of the next step. Consider the following
scenario: Given to proof rules R1 and R2 and a clause d with the
relationship R1(R2(d)) – thus the theorem can be proven by an appli-
cation of R1 onto the result of R2. But the application of R2 on c does
not yield a single clause but a set of clauses {a,b, c}. In the case of the
traditional semantics, this would lead to a choice problem: Which of
the clauses to choose to apply R1 to? There is not enough informa-
tion to guarantee the choice of the right clause and in the worst case
R2 will be applied to all of them. Furthermore, since the applications
of R2 do not depend on each other, this disadvantage can be easily
compensated by concurrently applying R2 to each of the clauses and
then combining the results.

Since the last operations of the reasoning process has triggered
prover to find the unit-clause, the construction of the proof tree must
happen in reverse by folding the sequence of shallow ProofAlgebra-
trees from the right. During each step of the fold the accumulator has
to be traversed in order find a node in the abstract syntax tree which
is equal to the result of the current operation. If this is the case then
the node – which has the same result – is replaced with the current
operation. Once the algorithm has finished the accumulator contains
an tree automaton which directly corresponds to the proof.

From this tree, it is possible to define several useful functions and
utilities. The most important one is to generate a signature for the
proof such that if the tree automaton is given the input parameters
which correspond to the signature is capable of computing the proof.

In order to abstract out the concrete values of the proof, the con-
crete values of the ground-terms are optional. This allows to replace
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Algorithm 1 Constructing the ProofAlgebra

input := Sequence of ControlAlgebra
for c ∈ reverse(input) do

if c does not contribute to proof then
remove c from proof

end if
end for
proof_object := map(treeify,input)
for p ∈ proof_object with acc as accumulator do

if acc is empty then
acc := p

else
acc :=merge(acc, p)

end if
end for
output := acc

them by recursive descend with holes which later on can be field by
parameters.

As before, this is done by a fold: Recurse into the tree and collect
the set of empty leafs. These leafs then can be used as target for a
direct replacement with the values needed which is done again by
recursive descent into the tree. In consequence the arity of a tree au-
tomaton t is a function:

arity : T→ N

arity(t) =





if t ∈ TermAlgebra, t(arity(x1), . . . , arity(xn))

if t ∈ GroundAlgebra \ S, 1

if t ∈ S, 0

where S is a set of special values regarding the arity calculation.

There are two special values and objects for which the substitu-
tion and arity must be defined differently: The state object of the
prover and the central storage of signatures. Since they encapsulate
side-effects of the automated theorem prover – but are part of the
evaluation – they must be evaluated without changing the state of
the prover or introducing new clauses to the derivation. Therefore,
the arity function assigns them the value zero.

Given the arity it is clear that the substitution on trees is a function
which takes a list of potential parameters as input and on each en-
counter of a hole, substitutes the matching parameter bar the values
from S. Let Some denote the function which – if provided a value of
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the GroundAlgebra – checks whether the value holds a term for the
proof process or not. NotSome is the negation of that function.

substitute : ProofAlgebra→ Parameter→ ProofAlgebra

substitute(g)(p1, . . . ,pn) =





Some(g)→ g

NotSome(g)→ p1

substitute(s(t1, . . . , tn))(p1 . . . ,pn) = s(substitute(t1), . . . , substitute(tn))

It is important to enforce that the substitution operates in a fixed
order; thus it traverses the parameter list from left to right. This is
important to ensure that the correct parameter value ends up at the
correct place.

In order to gain more statistics, each proof is encoded using one-hot
encoding: Each operation of the TermAlgebra is assigned a natural
number i and these numbers are encoded using a bit-set in which the
i-th value is one meanwhile the rest is zero. With this method is now
possible to define a function which if given a proof tree, is capable of
finding out how often each of the rules was used. Note that all the
terms of the GroundAlgebra are mapped to zero.

trace(t(x1), . . . , (xn)) = oneHotVector(t) + trace(x1) + · · ·+ trace(xn)

Furthermore, this idea allows to trace the transitions between the
operations efficiently and generate a transition matrix between the
different operations by tracking the appropriate values in the recur-
sive structure, transforming them into their numeric equivalents with
the one-hot encoding and then incrementing the values in a transition
matrix m.

transitions : ProofAlgebra→ Rn×n

transitions(p(x1, . . . , xn)) =
xn∑

x=x1

m(oneHot(p), oneHot(x)) + transitions(x)

where m ∈ Rn×n with a 1 at the (n,m) entry.

With the proof as a first class object, it is possible to extract run-
time information as well as information concerning the complexity
of the proof. Testing the sequential proof loop with logging on vari-
ous small examples, exposes the computational overhead of the prov-
ing sequence: Only about 17% of the generated inferences during
the proof loop are useful to determine the end result in the success-
ful case. This poses an additional problem besides the computational
overhead and issues with memory consumption: The run-time for
several algorithms used in the automated theorem prover deteriorates
and leads to time-out – if given – or stalling during proof process.
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It is now possible to find common sequences of ProofAlgebra-
operations. These proof rules will be called compound proof rules
and agents interchangeably. This is due to their potential applications:
In a sequential proof loop, they could tie several different proof oper-
ations together meanwhile if they are formalized in a so called multi-
agent system they could be regarded as an agent which becomes ac-
tive and carries out the operations. The formalization of these com-
pound proof rules in a multi-agent system would also require to in-
troduce additional structures for perceiving information and acting
on the state of the prover. Thus the derivation of the compound rules
will not take these into consideration but limit itself to the identifica-
tion of common sequences of proof rules and their extraction.

The extraction itself can use the constructed ProofAlgebra and the
corresponding tree automata to find out which operations are com-
mon. If each found proof is represented as a tree automata then the
identification of common proof fragments means to find the common
sub-trees over the union of all tree automata.

However, the naive approach is rather difficult and inefficient: For
each proof tree consider the set of all sub-trees and find out for each
element of these sets how often it occurs. The sub-tree with the most
occurrences calculated this way, should be extracted as an individual
sequence of operations. Since each single node in a proof tree can be
a potential starting point of a sub-tree of that tree and each of those
must be compared to other possible sub-trees this quickly becomes
infeasible.

The problem of this approach is, that it is – besides being efficient
and requiring all the data during the execution – not encoding the
length of the ProofAlgebra sequence. It may result in just the shallow
tree generated in the beginning by the mapping from the ControlAl-
gebra to the ProofAlgebra which is undesirable.

Instead this problem can be encoded as a path finding operation
using a well-studied approach called the algebraic path problem7,
which studies the way to compute the transitive closure of a matrix
over a closed semi-ring.

Definition 3.2.6 (Semiring/rig):
A rig8 is a structure (C,⊕,�) such that

1. C is a carrier set;

2. (C,⊕, 0) is an abelian monoid;

3. (C,�, 1) is monoid;

7 This approach has been studied by many computer scientists since the 1950s when
it was found out that matrices and graphs correspond. The first entry in a long
line of publications about concrete applications was Kleene’s algorithm [43] shortly
followed by seminal works Floyd [30], Warshall [97], Roy [75]

8 The n is commonly omitted in order to emphasize that it is a ring with negative
elements.
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4. � distributes over ⊕;

5. � with 0 annihilates C.

By choosing the right semi-ring plenty of problems can be encoded
as an algebraic path problem and solved by the same generic algo-
rithms for this purpose. The most relevant for the purposes of this
work is the algorithm attributed to Floyd-Warshall which will be writ-
ten with the notation of the rig in mind:

Algorithm 2 Generalized Floyd-Warshall algorithm
input ∈ Rs×s

result ∈ Rs×s

result := input
for k to s do

for c to s do
for r to s do
result(c, r) := ⊕(result(c,k), result(c,k)� result(k, r))

end for
end for

end for

For instance, by taking the rig (B,∨,∧), whereas B is the set of
Boolean values and considering an adjacency matrix over this rig, the
Floyd-Warshall algorithm calculates whether there exists a path be-
tween two nodes of the graph. Meanwhile, when choosing the semi-
ring (R∪ {∞}, min,+) and an appropriate adjacency matrix, the algo-
rithm yields a solution of the classical all-pair shortest path problem.
The rig of interest in order to get the transition probabilities is in
this case the so called Viterbi-semi-ring V = ([0, 1], max, ∗) which ex-
presses the probability to transition from one operation to the next
operation in state-wise fashion and allows to apply maximum-likely-
hood reasoning towards the sequence of proof operations.

The tracking of transition produced a matrix m ∈ Rn×n for each
level of parameters whereas n is the number of operations of the
ProofAlgebra but in order to get the transition probabilities the columns
of the matrix must be normalized.

In order to find common sequences of proof operations over a large
number problems, each transition matrix must be made persistent
and be stored in a database for further analysis. The data model of
each proof consists of a tuple includes of the name of the problem
file, a vector which encodes the amount of calls to the different op-
erations of the proof algebra, a matrix which contains the transition
probabilities of each operation, as well as the unrefined sequence of
control operations, the calculated unified proof as well as an integer
to encode the run. In order to produce a new transition matrix, it is
sufficient to add all the transition matrices in the database and nor-
malize them. To find a common sequence of steps, it is then sufficient
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to use the path reconstruction between all nodes in the graph with
a ε which represents a threshold value. For this purpose, let wp be
the product of all the probabilities of a path p. At each step of the
reconstruction, the weight w of the current path is compared to ε.
Once it is below that threshold, the path reconstruction for that path
is finished.

In order to execute the generated sequences of proof operations an
algebra needs to be defined. Similar to the algebras for the transition
matrix, this algebra interprets the sequence of proof operations. As
earlier indicated, the evaluation proceeds in a fashion similar to tree-
automata: It repeatedly reduces the outer-most nodes by interpreting
the data in the node in combination with its leafs. However, the al-
gebra interprets the proof operations over the set of the unprocessed
clauses and does not differ on their processed state. Furthermore, this
execution model never removes clauses from the set of unprocessed
clauses and potentially duplicates the clauses since operations are
reapplied to clauses multiple times. The effects which involve the up-
date of state and the signature object are regarded as side-effects and
not encoded explicitly in the algebra. In the model with the tree au-
tomata, the intermediate results of the proof operations are the states
Q with the set containing the empty clause being the final or accept-
ing state. The defined TermAlgebra takes the role of the F-Algebra.

To proof that the representation as well as their interpretation is
faithful – in the sense that it will arrive at the same result as the orig-
inal computation – is hard to bring due to the complexities of the
programming language, the run-time environment as well as inter-
acting libraries. However, a simple argument for the faithfulness can
be made: The construction of the ProofAlgebra is based on the def-
initions and functions present in the original computation and the
interpretation acts as a reverse mapping onto the original interpre-
tations of the data structures. In addition to preserving the relevant
clauses through the representation – although unnecessary clauses
are added – none of the clauses is removed from the set during inter-
pretation even if this means that the working set becomes large. In or-
der to rule out practical problems the ProofAlgebra was ran through
the test suite of Leo-III. So far no diverging behavior has been found.

With the ability to gain more information about the proof process
and generate agent, the proof loop can be analyzed for extension.
A simple point of extension is already given with the multi-priority
queue which is used to choose the clauses. The multi-queue uses a
local approach of ranking which does not use inter-clausal informa-
tion – thus information which is emergent and cannot be found in
a single clause – or a representation of prover state to determine the
next clause. The other potential point of extension is the actual choice
of a proof operation.
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3.3 breaking the traditional proof loop

The standard proof loop from the preliminaries (Sect. 2.6) is simple
to implement and effective in application. However, due to the age
of the loop it does not accommodate modern developments of hard-
ware and software. For instance, it does not allow to parallelize the
processing and generation of clauses or a finer level of granularity
when processing clauses. This leads – as already observed – to a large
working set where only a small amount of clauses contribute to the
overall goal.

Different approaches have been described to address the problem
of concurrency and parallelism [15]. A possible solution is what Leo-
III’s original design would entail: a blackboard architecture where
each rule of the proof calculus would be an independent piece of par-
allel code which could become active on the state of the blackboard
then apply its operations and produce a new result which is added
to the overall state. However, this would require a fine grained model
of parallelism and concurrency concerning the blackboard and the
coordination of the agents which at least would require that a local
locking mechanism must be in place such that not the whole black-
board is blocked when an agent is active in it. These structures are
notoriously hard to get right and hard to get fast and efficient such
that they out-perform their sequential counter-parts9 despite having
to do extra state-keeping and operations.

An additional problem of automated theorem proving is that dur-
ing the proving process it is not clear how to evaluate the state of the
prover. In the domain of multiplayer games – where artificial intel-
ligence algorithms are commonly applied – it is often the case that
the gain of one player can be equaled to the loss of another player
such that the total of all gains and losses equals zero. This in turn
allows defining a function for evaluating the current state of game
and construct an algorithm or training procedure to create an artifi-
cial intelligence which can play the game well. In automated theorem
proving a similar evaluation function is hard to define. It is also not
clear which exact features are important for the proof process taking
place and what an appropriate way of measuring them would be.

What further increases the difficulty of formulating a smarter ap-
proach that it is difficult to predict what the consequences of the ap-
plication of a proof rule will be. In games like chess, go or tic-tac-toe –
apart from a clear definition the state of game – the number of actions
available in each state over the course of the game form a monotonic
decreasing function. Naively, this allows to formulate a search tree
for the game by enumerating all the possible actions for each state,

9 Indicators of these problems can be found for instance in the Python programming
language [95] which has a global interpreter lock in place and the Ocaml program-
ming language [51] which features a similar mechanism and only recently intro-
duced a stable multi-core branch after years of work [25].
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apply them to the state and repeat the procedure for each for states
until a result can be derived. The result can take different forms de-
pending on game: In case of tic-tac-toe it is a well-defined end state
with either a tie between the players or a win for one of the players.
In more complex state spaces which are present in go, chess or auto-
mated theorem proving – where the state space is more intricate and
has a higher branching factor – such enumeration approaches run
into computational boundaries.

Leveraging the already constructed environment for the execution
and generation of compound proof rules, it is now possible to put to-
gether proving algorithms which do not follow a deterministic struc-
ture but choose their actions in a more dynamic fashion. As a conse-
quence of this dynamic environment the state space must reflect the
additional complexities which come with a more granular approach
to the processing of clauses.

As described in the preliminaries, the proof procedure in Leo-III
does track the overall state of clauses and only differs between two
states processed and unprocessed and transfers clauses from unpro-
cessed to processed in fixed sequential sequence of operations. This
approach is not granular enough to model the different possible states
of processing a clause by subset of the proof rules. Naturally, the ap-
plication of the proof rules concerning a clause forms a lattice for that
clause10.

Definition 3.3.1 (Lattice):
A lattice extends a partial ordered set (S,6) with to functions ⊕ and ⊗ such
that

• each pair of objects has at most one morphism 6 which connects them
in one direction;

• for each pair of objects (a,b) exists a smallest possible element c such
that the join of a and b is bounded from above a⊕b = c with ∀ab∃c :
a 6 c∧ b 6 c∧ ∀d : a 6 d∧ b 6 d =⇒ c 6 d

• for each pair of objects (a,b) exists a largest possible object c such
that the meet of a and b is bounded from below: a ⊗ b = c with
∀ab∃c : c 6 a∧ c 6 b∧ ∀d : d 6 a∧ d 6 b =⇒ d 6 c

• there is a terminal object and an inital object concerning 6.

To encode the application of proof rules with each close, once more
the one-hot translation of each rule will be used together with an bit-
set encoding. The bottom or initial element of the lattice is the bit
with all the entries set to zero. The top element which represents
the fully processed clause is indicated by a bit-set with a size which

10 Despite being a natural refinement on the processing of clauses and extensive search
in the literature, no previous work has been published to the best of the author’s
knowledge.
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equals the number of proof operations. During the execution, each
applied operation is translated using the one-hot encoding and the
corresponding bit in the bit-set for the clause is switched to 1. In case
a proof rule is compound, the reification of the control flow can be
used to generate a bit-set which represents the processing state of the
clause after application. After application the original bit-set and the
bit-set of the agent can be combined with the logical or to represent
the new processing state of the clause.

This approach allows to choose and possibly apply only a small
number of operations on clause but it comes with the cost of in-
creased and more difficult state keeping. For this purpose an addi-
tional annotation for the clauses has to be introduced which tracks
the position of the clause in the lattice and thus the state of process-
ing of the clause.

Since equality for the ProofAlgebra does not differentiate between
a clause and a set containing that clause during execution and does
not track the processing state of individual clauses, a mechanism for
dealing with the processed clauses has to be introduced.

First, the level of processing has to be detected in the working set
of clauses. There are two principal choices:

1. Check after each application of a proof rule synchronously or
asynchronously whether the clause is processed now. In the syn-
chronous case this is straightforward to implement but it is not
efficient since it includes a complete traversal of the working
set after each operation in order to determine which clauses
to remove. In the asynchronous case this would lead to a more
complex architecture and process model since each clause in the
working set must have its own process which fires if the state of
the clause reaches the processed state.

2. Delay the checking until an appropriate number of iterations
of the proof loop has passed and only then remove all the pro-
cessed clauses. This approach delays the check and assumes
that it will find more than a single processed clause in a single
run. However, the disadvantage is that potentially processed
clauses are still included in the working set and increase the
computational complexity of proof operations without adding
new clauses and thus without adding value.

To gain information about the proof process and the operations
of the prover reified, a Markov Decision Process can be modeled to
apply deep reinforcement learning to action selection without explicit
clause selection.

As a state representation the agent uses a combination of statistics
defined in the overall state of Leo-III. This includes several numerical
statistics already tracked during the proof including the number of
processed clauses and unprocessed clauses, the number certain proof
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operations have been applied and statistics about the number defined
symbols, type constructors and constant symbols. The agent uses a
discrete representation of the action state by enumerating all the pos-
sible actions using the one-hot encoding for the ProofAlgebra. The
actions are executed using the earlier described dispatch mechanism
for the ProofAlgebra.

The rewards and punishments are assigned in the following way:

• The highest reward is given if the agent does prove the theorem.
The reward is set to 10000.

• In order to encourage the agent to make progress in the search
space, each time it completely processes a clause it gains a re-
ward of 1.

• Every time the agent does nothing11, it gets punished with a
reward of -100.

The neural network to approximate the Q-function has 15 layers
consisting of 512 hidden nodes each with the layers regularized. The
used regularization is l2, since it is only applied to a single example.
Furthermore the learning constant of the agent is 1, since a found
proof should provide a strong reinforcement of the path to it.

Another way to apply reinforcement learning is to learn the priori-
ties of the clause selection mechanism and the subsequent operations
of Leo-III.

As described in the preliminaries, Leo-III uses a variation of the
given-clause loop in the sequential case. In order to select the next
clause to process, Leo-III uses a multi-priority queue with round-
robin scheduling. The weight of a priority determines how many
clauses are taken with that priority until the next priority is scheduled.
This can be optimized by a MDP, too. However, since the weights are
the product of seven natural numbers the action space is continious in
nature. The state space is a vector v ∈ R7. Since the scheduling takes
a number of clauses according to those priorities, a discretization to
natural numbers reduces the state space significantly. Furthermore,
this allows to limit the space of possible actions. Instead of consider-
ing gradients and complex reinforcement learning architectures, the
actions are just an increment or decrement of each individual param-
eter. In order to ensure completness, the parameter concerning the
oldest clause in working set must remain bigger than one.

The reward structure is as following:

• If the agent finds a proof then it is assigned the reward of
100. Futhermore, a shorter proof indicates better parameters for
that problem. For measuering the length of the proof, the num-
ber of proof loops needed to arrive at the conclusion is used:

11 In order to keep the one-hot encoding of the ProofAlgebra this is necessary.
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1
number of proof iterations . This is added as an additional term to the
reward.

• If the agent does not find the proof in the alotted time then it is
punished with -100;

The setup of the neural network is the same as previosly described,
but the discount is set to 0.5.

3.4 evaluation

The MDP for action selection described in the previous section has
been applied to a test problem of Leo-III which is part of simple tests.
As a consequence, this problem is easy to solve. For reference, it is
found in Listing 1. The training process was run on a i7-4770K CPU
@ 3.50GHz with 16 GB of RAM.

Listing 1: Problem q1.p out of Leo-III’s test suite

1 fof(a1,axiom, (![X]: p(X))).

fof(c,conjecture, (?[X]: p(X))). �
Unfortunately, the MDP is unable to proof the conjecture and does

not converge. Although, some learning appears to take place. An in-
dicator of this can be seen in the action choice: The agent starts to
avoid doing nothing, since he is punished for it. After tweaking dif-
ferent parameters of the network (increasing the numbers of layers,
and the number of neurons in each layer) still no proof was found.
After changing the reward structure to a more sophisticated system
the behavior improved but still was not able to find a proof. The
changed reward structure gives out a small reward (0.5· number of
changes caused in the clause lattice by that operation). If the agent
completes processing a clause , it gives out a higher reward (10 in-
stead of 1). The agent is punished slightly (-0.1 per clause) for every
clause in his working set. These changes to the reward system lead
the agent to infer more clauses and guide them better to the process-
ing. However, it was still not able to find a proof. This is probably
due to a combination of two different factors:

• The state representation of the prover is not good enough to
allow good action selection criteria: It underfits. This can be
solved by introducing new and better proxies to represent the
overall state. In particular, the suspicion arises the two problems
of proof guidance – clause selection and action selection – are
two deeply intertwined problems. Solving one of the problems
is not possible without addressing the other in a reasonable way.

• The training time was not sufficient. Although a lot of time was
allotted for the search, including a more guided approach by
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Figure 4: A representation of the transitions for the problem in Listing 1
using a transition matrix interpreted as a heat-map: The darker
the values, the more probable a transition the between the states
is.

limiting the depth of evaluation, no result was derived. This
indicates that in order to foster this approach, a method must be
used which employs a semi-supervised technique by replaying
successful proof runs within the MDP to reinforce the correct
policy. Additionally, a carefully curated set of training problems
has to be provided which introduces the common operations of
the proof process.

The agent generation could not be evaluated because of problems
in the build pipeline and test pipeline. It will be filed subsequently
during the oral defense. The general collection of statistics about the
proof process and the visualization can be seen in Figure 4 and Figure
5. As is seen in Figure 4 the operations which contribute towards the
proof-goal form a sparse transition matrix between the operations.
This matrix represents a bias towards certain operations and it should
be possible to link the bias towards the domain of the problem and
introduce domain-specific inference rules.
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3.5 discussion

Low-level proof-guidance is hard. In contrast to the high-level ap-
proaches which have been successfully applied, low-level proof-guidance
with deep neural networks requires integration with the whole prover
instead of treating the prover as a black box. This includes suitable
representation of the set of processed and unprocessed clauses, mod-
ifications of the proof-loop and interaction with external libraries.

The last point is especially important, since the internal representa-
tion language plays a major factor when it is transformed as an input
to the deep learning architecture.

Furthermore, the results achieved in this thesis are limited due to
state of the machine learning ecosystem and especially the deep learn-
ing ecosystem on the JVM. Whereas other programming languages
– especially the lingua franca of machine learning Python – profit
from the broad availability of hardware-accelerated deep learning
and math libraries; the JVM does not. For one reason or another each
of the available frameworks does not fit the bill. Tensorflow12 uses a
static computation graph and applies training and classification dur-
ing an explicit session which has to be initiated by the user. This
makes it cumbersome to integrate and it does not support the neu-
ral network architecture described in Further Work (Sect. 3.7). Also,
deeplearning4j13 does not support the needed neural network archi-
tectures currently.

Therefore, an effort to integrate the framework pytorch14 into Leo-III
has been made during the development of the thesis. It was discon-
tinued since the integration was bad and inefficient. In particular, a
problem arises when the state of the prover must be serialized and fed
into the machine learning algorithm. Naively, if the machine learning
system is not strongly integrated with the automated theorem prover,
then the serialization causes the amount of data which represents the
state space at least to double. In case of a more sophisticated design
– by using a client-server architecture and a custom design protocol
which encode the state changes of the prover and sends them over the
wire – the state space is still doubled although the exchange of data
is reduced15. Additionally, non-native integrations for clause selection
must replicate the internal structures of Leo-III which is tedious and
error-prone from an implementation stand-point.

The integration of pytorch to the JVM was done by a tool called
jep16. However, the downside is that the computational model be-

12 https://github.com/eaplatanios/tensorflow_scala

13 https://deeplearning4j.org/

14 http://pytorch.org/
15 This is issue is comparable to the sub-prover integration of Leo-III. Since most the

sub-prover do not work with an incremental input stream, the whole state space of
Leo-III must be serialized which is computationally expensive.

16 Java Embedded Python
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tween Python and the Scala differs in the way things are typed. Mean-
while Scala is strongly typed, Python infamously uses dynamic typ-
ing. The data exchange between those systems becomes difficult to
get right and efficient, The type casts into the Scala language are prob-
lematic. There is no corresponding object for n-dimensional arrays
and a parser for the raw string data has to be implemented. In partic-
ular, if the machine learning algorithm like MDP uses data structures
inside of the main system, the loop of serialization, evaluation, recom-
mendation of an action and feedback becomes awfully slow due to
the constant overhead of serialization and reconstruction of the data
structures.

The issues concerning the integration of hardware-accelerated neu-
ral network appear to settle currently since deeplearning4j is matur-
ing and bindings to Scala of Tensorflow are developed as well as Ten-
sorflow starting to support dynamic computations graphs17 as well
as eager evaluation. In particular, this allows the custom implemen-
tation of a reinforcement module for Leo-III powered by one of the
above frameworks.

The implementation of the MDP could have been done without im-
plementing the executable proof representation by explicitly one-hot
encoding the internal methods of the facade and calling them. But
this would limit further experimentation with agents and their opti-
mal application on a proof problem. Also it would prohibit from sub-
sequent experimentation on low-level proof-guidance which needs to
include both action selection and clause selection. The proof represen-
tation has also the advantage that now the proof loop can be analyzed
more thouroghly which gives more insight.

With the theoretical foundations of automated theorem proving
worked out good enough to implement systems and deliver results on
several domains, the focus has to shift from further development of
the theoretical foundations towards the more mundane task of soft-
ware engineering. Designing the provers not as highly specialized
systems but as frameworks with reusable parts to allow recombina-
tion with other libraries and integration into larger systems. From all
the higher-order automated theorem provers, the approach Leo-III
concerning the architecture with the facade, the work on parallelism
combined with the a potential integration of machine learning algo-
rithms looks like the most promising.

3.6 contributions

The current work has explored the variations and possibilities of low-
level proof-guidance by action selection in automated theorem prover
for higher-order logic. In the context of the Leo-III project it has con-
tributed an executable proof representation based on category the-

17 https://github.com/tensorflow/fold
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ory which can be applied to use techniques for proof compression to
generate optimized agents as well as the analysis of proofs by inter-
preting the proof over a mathematical structure of choice. Given the
appropriate but currently missing embedding of formulas and proof
rules, this can be used to embed whole proof objects into a vector
space. The developed executable representation of proofs is a step
into that direction. Furthermore, it allows the identification of unnec-
essary proof operations, the analysis of the internal data flow of the
proof, the creation of proof sequences which exploit these common
sequences of operations as well as programmatic manipulation.

The encoding of the proof procedure as a Markov Decision Pro-
cedure without effective clause selection has shown – somewhat un-
suprisingly – that the internal guidance concerning action selection of
an automated theorem prover needs good clause selection. The mod-
eling of the proof process as MDP can serve as a baseline which –
once the missing work concerning the clause representation is done
– can further be examined and improved. Furthermore, a optimiza-
tion method for the clause selection process and scheduling based on
reinforcement learning has been described.

3.7 further work

With the derived executable proof representation, it is possible to de-
velop Leo-III in multiple directions. A possible extension would be
to develop an interactive theorem prover which uses the developed
executable representation for tactics. This would also increase the pos-
sibilities of training of Leo-III since each decision of the user could be
seen as a training situation: The prover predicts the potential choice
of the user in the current state.

With the proof representation in place, it is also possible to evaluate
a plethora of other machine learning algorithms. For instance, it could
be possible to use decision trees by considering different features of
the clauses and the current state to determine the effectiveness of an
operation and maximize information gain during the proving pro-
cess. Another option it to apply methods like principal component
analysis to the transition graphs. This would yield another perspec-
tive on the proof rules and the calculus. Since techniques like princi-
pal component analysis allow find the features which carry the most
information and rephrase the object under scrutiny using them. Al-
though the interpretation of a numerical value of a proof rule may
be difficult18, atleast it should be possible to determine the kernel of a
proof – that is the minimal set of rules needed to prove the problem –
which could allow a finer grained steps of processing and a potential
reorganization of the sequential proof loop.

18 What is 0.5 times the application of a proof rule?
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The Bayesian approach that has been applied by Satallax can be
expanded. Furthermore, this approach could be combined with the
clausal lattice to allow finer grained applications of rules by tracing
successful and unsucessful actions during proving besides clause se-
lection.

The MDP for action selection must be improved in order to de-
rive better results. Critical for improvement for this MDP is to imple-
ment a solution for representing the set of processed and unprocessed
clauses since single action selection – with concurrent application on
the working set with eventual removal – is not effective. The work-
ing set must be encoded. Therefore, the internal term-representation
of Leo-III must be exploited to construct a deep embedding with re-
cursive neural networks19. The combination of a tree representation
and deep recursive neural networks has been show to be effective in
Wang et al. [96]. This would exploit that each term of the λ-calculus
has its own unique computational structure when represented as an
abstract syntax tree. This can be used to construct the embedding
into a vector space by recursive descend and recombination of the
nodes of the tree representation. Once the recursive neural networks
are employed, the proof algebra can be encoded as well.

Another approach could use a hinting technique. This hinting tech-
nique should introduce a bias concerning the action selection as well
as an bias concerning the clause selection in order to bootstrap the
Markov Decision Process faster. The hints should be based on an
actual run of the prover on the problem and include positive and
negative examples to reinforce the correct behavior.

The MDP for calculating the best weights of the multi-queue pri-
orities can be implemented and tested. If this is successful, it should
be expanded to a more complex system which includes all of the
internal parameters of Leo-III and optimizes them. Of course, this
could introduce further modes for specific types of problems as well,
if the reinforcement learning was just applied to a single domain. This
would lead to a number of different modes as in other provers.

In October 2017, DeepMind published a massive improvement on
their approach to play Go called AlphaGo Zero [81]. Besides reaching
the performance of their previous versions in less time, a key feature
of the new system is that it did not depend on bootstrapping using
human games or small hand-engineered features like the previous
version but learned to play unsupervised. Their designed reinforce-
ment algorithm was by a magnitude faster than the previous version
of AlphaGo and they claim that it can be generalized towards several
domains. Given a clause representation, this appears promising for
automated theorem proving. But also just the reinforcement learning
pattern could open up further optimizations of the data structures.

19 Other options will run into the representation problem outlined earlier.
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The application of non-standard neural network architectures to
structure the working set of clauses appears to be promising. In par-
ticular, the application of graph neuronal networks as outlined by
Kipf et al. [42] since they allow a clause to be regarded as part of an
environment. For some problems, the notion of a neighbourhood is
relevant since the prover has to guess an appropriate term to solve
the problem.

Another application which comes with a better proof representa-
tion is to approach the agent generation with genetic programming.
To infer useful new agents, the approach by BliStr could be applied
in the setting of higher-order logic and on the rule level. The gener-
ated compound proof rules can be integrated in the agent structure
of Leo-III’s blackboard.

3.8 conclusion

Albeit the well-founded theoretical nature of automated theorem provers
in general, there are still plenty of new fields to explore. Especially
when it comes to integrating machine learning algorithms and ap-
proaches into the proving process at a low level. But also the inter-
nal representation of proofs as first-class objects inside of the prover
opens up new insights into the proof process itself and potential op-
timization possibilities. In particular, it is possible to judge the used
operations and derive new complex operations.

The application of MDP in the presented use-case has failed; but
it has been a special use case and could have been expected. Still it
provides a baseline to build on and conveyes the idea of an articial
intelligence which autonomously tries to prove theorems.

Furthermore, it becomes clear that the given-clause proof-loop em-
ployed in several automated theorem provers does not suit the mod-
ern computation possibilities since – besides making parallel and
concurrent computations difficult – its granularity towards action se-
lection and clause selections leads to the significant increase of the
working set. Clause selection together with action selection expands
the search space extremely and require more sophisticated methods
of structuring the search.

All potential solutions must always be taken with a grain of salt:
The problem of providing a proof of a conjecture with a given set of
premises is easy if the program is allowed to memorize the solutions
and then just return it as answer. Furthermore, if a string represen-
tation of the problem is used to the input, the machine learning al-
gorithms do not learn like a human being would. Machine learning
solutions contribute towards this memorization in an indirect way. In
particular, this makes the results from contests like the CASC harder
to interpret and relate to the performance achieved in the real world.
Although tuning has been part of the competition, further progress on
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the machine learning methods in automated theorem proving could
lead to the problem of overfitting described in the preliminaries (Sect.
2.4). Of course even with the generation of strategies, certain prop-
erties of the problem domains and problems are already memorized
and abstracted out to find convenient preferences concerning the se-
quence of operations but this effect has not such a strong effect on
the competition. Furthermore, due to the state of the provers, these
effects are shadowed by general improvements to the prover currently.
However, with the ongoing improvement and integration of machine
learning techniques into the ATPs, the threat is serious to devalue the
competition.





A
A P P E N D I X

a.1 libraries

In the course of this worked a lot of code has been written, executed
and tested. Meanwhile in the main part I have put focus onto the
abstract principles and ideas of the implementation and neglected
largely the concrete technical details in favour of streamlining the pre-
sentation as well as making the methods clear and applicable to other
domains. Furthermore, it would have been impossible to implement
all the different libraries in the given time frame myself. Without fur-
ther ado here is the survery of libraries used.

For the representation and common operations of Matryoshka1 was
used. This library allows to define fixpoints of initial algebras and the
correct recursion schemes in a straightforward way.

For visualization and two dimensional computations breeze2 was
used. Breeze offers tools for visualization as well as fast matrix-operations.
However, the only type of matrices currently supported is two-dimensional
which is limiting.

For deeplearning, deeplearning4j was used. The library is origi-
nally Java-library which due to interop can be used by other JVM
programming languages. However, the interfaces for other program-
ming languages are to be avoided, since they are badly maintained
and barely documented. This applies to the Scala API. Their reinforce-
ment module was used for the MDP-implementation but the experi-
ence cannot be recommendated. It is strongly focused on solving the
problems on the OpenAI Gym3 which serves as a comparison and
competition environment for reinforcement learning.

1 https://github.com/slamdata/matryoshka
2 https://github.com/scalanlp/breeze

3 https://gym.openai.com/envs/
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